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τ-SLICE ALGEBRAS OF n-TRANSLATION ALGEBRAS AND
QUASI n-FANO ALGEBRAS
Abstract. In this paper, we show that the n-APR tilts of dual τ -slice algebras
of acyclic stable n-translation algebras are realized as τ -mutations. Such dual
τ -slice algebras are quasi (n−1)-Fano when the n-translation algebra is Koszul,
and a recursive construction of higher quasi Fano algebras for quasi n-Fano
algebra obtained in this way is given. The τn-closure and νn-closure of such
algebras are studied and we show that for an acyclic dual n-translation algebras
with bound quiver Q⊥, the Auslander-Reiten quivers of its τn-closures are
truncation of the quiver Z|nQ⊥, and the Auslander-Reiten quiver of its νn-
closure is Z|nQ⊥ when it is n-representation infinite.
1. Introduction
Path algebra of an acyclic quiver Q has very nice representation theory. It has a
preprojective component and a preinjective component which are truncation of the
quiver ZQ, the two components coincide when the algebra is of ﬁnite representation
type [31, 1]. There is always a component of type ZQ in their derived category [21].
With tilting algebra, one always recover a path algebra from a slice of certain
component related to ZQ [31]. With the acyclic quiver Q one associates a very
interesting algebra, the preprojective algebra [11, 10, 3] which is Koszul Artin-
Schelter when the path algebra is of inﬁnite representation type, and is almost
Koszul periodic when the path algebra is of ﬁnite representation type[7]. The
quadratic dual of the preprojective algebra is a self-injective algebra with vanishing
radical tube [27] whose representation theory is very close to that of the path
algebra [33]. These are closely related to non-commutative algebraic geometry in
some very natural way [4, 9, 21, 30].
Our aim of this paper is to ﬁnd algebras in higher representation theory setting
to recover the above picture in higher representation theory.
Higher representation theory is developed by Iyama and his coauthors [23, 24, 25,
26, 20], and is widely used in representation theory of algebra and non-commutative
geometry. We observed that graded self-injective algebra bear certain feature of
higher representation theory [18, 13, 14, 19], and we introduce n-translation algebra
for studying higher representation theory related to self-injective algebras [15].
Starting with a acyclic stable n-translation algebra Λ with n-translation quiver
Q, and take a τ -slice Q. Take the quadratic dual Γ of the τ -slice algebra Λ with
bound quiver Q. We ﬁnd Γ is quasi (n − 1)-Fano algebra when Q is Koszul and
the representation theory of Γ has some features similar to the path algebras. We
show that the Auslander-Reiten quiver the τn-closure of the dual τ -slice algebra Γ
of Q is obtained as a truncation of Z|nQ, an higher version of ZQ construction.
The n-APR tilts of Γ is obtained as an τ -mutation of Γ. When the dual τ -slice
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algebra is n-representation inﬁnite, we prove that the derived category of Γ also
have a subcategory of type Z|nQ.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall concepts and results
needed in this paper. In Section 3, we discuss complete τ -slices, τ -slice algebras
and dual τ -slice algebras for an n-translation quiver. In Section 4, we study the
tilting theory of dual τ -slice algebra of an acyclic stable n-translation algebra, and
characterize the n-APR tilting using τ -mutation of τ -slices. Relationship between
dual τ -slice algebras and quasi n-Fano algebras are investigated in Section 5, and
we give a construction of (n+1)-Fano algebra from n-Fano algebra based on these
relationship. In section 6, we prove that τn-closure of acyclic dual τ -slice algebra
with bound quiverQ is a truncation of Z|nQ and in Section 7, we prove the existence
of Z|nQ subcategories in the derived category, when dual τ -slice algebras is n-
representation inﬁnite.
2. Preliminary
Let k be a ﬁeld, and let Λ = Λ0 + Λ1 + · · · be a graded algebra over k with
Λ0 direct sum of copies of k such that Λ is generated by Λ0 and Λ1. Such algebra
is determined by a bound quiver Q = (Q0, Q1, ρ) [15]. Let Λ0 =
⊕
i∈Q0
ki, with
ki ≃ k as algebras, and let ei be the image of the identity of k under the canonical
embedding of the ki into Λ0. Then {ei|i ∈ Q0} is a complete set of orthogonal
primitive idempotents in Λ0 and
Λ1 =
⊕
i,j∈Q0
ejΛ1ei
as Λ0-Λ0-bimodules. Fix a basis Q
ij
1 of ejΛ1ei for any pair i, j ∈ Q0, take the
elements of Qij1 as arrows from i to j, and let
Q1 = ∪(i,j)∈Q0×Q0Q
ij
1 .
Then there is a set ρ of linear combinations of paths, such that Λ ≃ kQ/(ρ), a
quotient algebra of the path algebra kQ modulo the ideal (ρ) generated by ρ. Λ is
also called the algebra of the bound quiver Q = (Q0, Q1, ρ). For a vertex i ∈ Q0 of
a quiver Q, write i− for the set of vertices j ∈ Q0 such that there is an arrow from
j to i in Q, write i+ for the set of vertices j ∈ Q0 such that there is an arrow from
i to j in Q.
One deﬁnes similarly path category P(Q) and bound path category for a bound
quiver Q = (Q0, Q1, ρ) (see Section 6 of [25]).
Algebras in this paper are assumed to be indecomposable in the sense that its
quiver Q is connected, unless specialized otherwise. A quiver Q is called acyclic if
Q contains no cycle, Λ is called acyclic if its quiver Q is acyclic.
Let Q = (Q0, Q1, ρ) be a bound quiver, for an arrow α in Q1 from i to j, write
s(α) = i and t(α) = j. Write s(p) = i and t(p) = j for a path p from i to j in Q.
Note that we can always normalize the relations such that each relation is a linear
combination of paths with same starting vertex and same ending vertex. A path p
in Q is called bound path if its image in kQ/(ρ) is non-zero.
Let Q = (Q0, Q1, ρ) be a bound quiver with quadratics relations, that is ρ ⊂ kQ2,
the subspace spanned by the paths of length 2 in the path algebra kQ. In this case,
the quotient algebra Λ = kQ/(ρ) is called a quadratic algebra. The quadratic dual
quiver Qop,⊥ = (Qop0 , Q
op
1 , ρ
op,⊥) has the same vertex set Qop0 = Q0 as Q, has
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the dual basis Qop1 of Q1 as arrow set, and has a basis ρ
op,⊥ in the orthogonal
subspace (kρ)⊥ ∈ kQop2 of kρ in the dual space kQ
op
2 as relations. Denoted by
Q⊥ = (Q0, Q1, ρ
⊥) the opposite quiver of the quadratic dual quiver. The algebra
Λ!,op = kQ⊥/(ρ⊥) is called the quadratic dual of Λ.
In [15], we introduce n-translation algebras. Recall that a bound quiver Q =
(Q0, Q1, ρ), with ρ homogeneous relations, is called an n-translation quiver if there is
a bijective map τ : Q0\P −→ Q0\I, called the n-translation of Q, for two subsets P
and I of Q0, whose elements are called projective vertices and respectively injective
vertices, satisfying the following conditions for the quotient algebra Λ = kQ/(ρ):
1. Any maximal bound path is of length n+1 from τi in Q0 \ I to i, for some
vertex i in Q0 \ P .
2. Two bound paths of length n + 1 from τi to i are linearly dependent, for
any i ∈ Q0 \ P .
3. For each i ∈ Q0 \P and each j ∈ Q0 such that there is a bound path from j
to i of length t or there is a bound path from τi to j, then the multiplication
of the quotient algebra Λ = kQ/(ρ) deﬁnes a non-degenerated bilinear from
eiΛtej×ejΛn+1−teτi to eiΛn+1eτi, here Λt is the subspaces spanned by the
images of the paths of length t.
Q is called stable if I = P = ∅. This is the case if and only if Λ is a self-injective
algebra.
An algebra Λ with an n-translation quiver Q = (Q0, Q1, ρ) as its bound quiver
is called an n-pretranslation algebra. It is called an n-translation algebra, if there is
an q ∈ N ∪ {∞} such that Λ is (n+ 1, q)-Koszul [15].
Let Q = (Q0, Q1, ρ) be an n-translation quiver, we have two (n+ 1)-translation
quivers associated to it. One is the returning arrow quiver Q˜ = (Q˜0, Q˜1, ρ˜) deﬁned
by
(1) Q˜0 = Q0,
(2) Q˜1 = Q1 ∪ {βi : i→ τi|i ∈ Q0 \ P}
(3) ρ˜ = ρ∪{βτiβi|i, τi ∈ Q0 \P}∪{τ(α)βi−βjα|α : i→ j ∈ Q1, i, j ∈ Q0 \P},
with trivial (n+ 1)-translation. And the other is the covering quiver Zv|nQ which
is deﬁned as the bound quiver with
(1) the vertex set
Zv|nQ0 = Q0 × Zv = {(i, t)|i ∈ Q0, t ∈ Zv},
(2) the arrow set
Zv|nQ1 = Zv ×Q1 ∪ Zv × (Q0 \ P)
= {(α, t) : (i, t) −→ (j, t)|α : i −→ j ∈ Q1, t ∈ Zv.}
∪ {(βi, t) : (i, t− 1) −→ (τi, t)|i ∈ Q0 \ P , t ∈ Zv, }
(3) and the relation set
ρZv|nQ =
⋃
t∈Zv
({z(t)|z ∈ ρ} ∪ {(βτi, t+ 1)(βi, t)|i, τi ∈ Q0 \ P}
∪{(τ(α), t + 1)(βi, t)− (βj , t)(α, t)|i, j ∈ Q0 \ P , α : i→ j ∈ Q1})
where for each t ∈ Zv, p(t) = (αl, t) · · · (α1, t) for each path p = αl · · ·α1
in the quiver Q and z(t) =
∑
s asps(t) for each linear combination of the
paths z =
∑
s asps in the quiver Q.
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The (n+ 1)-translation is deﬁned by τ[n+1] : (i, t) −→ (i, t− 1) for (i, t) ∈ Zv|nQ0.
Both Q˜ and Zv|nQ are a stable (n+ 1)-translation quivers.
As in [30]. we denote by ∆(Λ) the trivial extension of Λ. If the trivial exten-
sion ∆(Λ) of an n-translation algebra Λ is an (n + 1)-translation algebra with an
admissible quiver, Λ is called extendable.
Proposition 2.1. ([15]) Let Λ be an extendable n-translation algebra with an
admissible n-translation quiver Q, then its trivial extension ∆(Λ) is an (n + 1)-
translation algebra with bound quiver Q˜ and its 0-extension ∆(Λ)#kZ∗v is an (n+1)-
translation algebra with bound quiver Z|nQ.
Starting with a stable n-translation quiver Q˜ = (Q˜0, Q˜1, ρ), say, of an n-pretranslation
algebra Λ, we introduced a acyclic stable n-translation quiver Z⋄Q˜ = (Z⋄Q˜0,Z⋄Q˜1, ρ⋄)
in [15](denoted by Q there).
Vertex set:
Z⋄Q˜0 = {(i,m)|i ∈ Q˜0,m ∈ Z};
Arrow set:
Z⋄Q˜1 = {(α,m) : (i,m)→ (j,m+ 1)|α : i→ j ∈ Q˜1,m ∈ Z}.
If p = αs · · ·α1 is a path in Q˜, deﬁne p[m] = (αs,m + s − 1) · · · (α1,m) for each
m ∈ Z. Deﬁne relations
ρ⋄ = {ζ[m]|ζ ∈ ρ,m ∈ Z},
here ζ[m] =
∑
t atpt[m] for each ζ =
∑
t atpt ∈ ρ. Z⋄Q˜ is called the separated
directed quiver of the stable bound quiver Q˜. Z⋄Q˜ is a stable n-translation quiver
with n-translation deﬁned by τ⋄(i,m) = (τi,m− n+ 1).
Z⋄Q˜ is a locally ﬁnite bound quiver if Q˜ is so, it has no oriented cyclic and it
has only ﬁnitely many τ -orbit if Q˜ has so. If the d is the maximal common divisor
of the lengths of the minimal cycles in Q˜, Z⋄ has d connected components. The
following Proposition is proven in [13]
Proposition 2.2. Let Λ˜ be an n-pretranslation algebra with stable n-translation
quiver Q˜, then its there is a gradation of Λ˜ such that Λ˜#′kZ∗ is an n-pretranslation
algebra with stable n-translation quiver Z⋄Q˜.
If Λ˜ is indecomposable, Λ˜#′kZ∗ is a direct sum of d copies of indecomposable
algebras.
The gradations in Proposition 2.1 and in Proposition 2.2 are diﬀerent when
Λ˜ = ∆Λ for some extendible n-translation algebra Λ. The former is induced by the
returning arrows arising from the trivial extension construction, while the later is
the usual one. Further detail will be discussed in Section 3.
Complete τ -slice and τ -slice algebras are also introduced for stable n-translation
quiver in [13]. Let Q = (Q0, Q1, ρ) be a acyclic stable n-translation quiver with
n-translation τ¯ , and assume that Q has only ﬁnite many τ -orbits. Let QS be a full
sub-quiver of Q. QS is called a complete τ-slice of Q if it has the following property:
(a) for each vertex v of Q, the intersection of the τ -orbit of v and the vertex
set of QS is a single-point set.
(b) QS is path complete in the sense that for each path p : v0 → v1 → . . .→ vt
of Q with v0 and vt in Q
S , the whole path p lies in QS .
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Thus for each pair i, j of vertices in Q0, if x is an element in ρ, the ejxei is a
summand of x which is the linear combination of the paths from i to j. Thus when
normalizing the relations such that they are linear combinations of paths with the
same starting vertex and the same ending vertex, then
ρS = {x =
∑
p
app ∈ ρ|s(p), t(p) ∈ Q
S
0 } ⊂ ρ.
We also call the bound quiver QS = (QS0 , Q
S
1 , ρ
S) a complete τ-slice of the bound
quiver QS.
The algebra ΛS deﬁned by a complete τ -slice QS in Q is called a τ-slice algebra
of the bound quiver Q. If Q is the bound quiver of an algebra Λ, we also say that
ΛS is a τ-slice algebra of Λ. If Q is the bound quiver of an extendible n-translation
algebra Λ, and if Q = Zv|nQ, then ΛS is called a τ-slice algebra of ∆Λ. If Q = Z⋄Q˜,
then ΛS is called a τ-slice algebra of Q˜, or of Λ˜ if Q˜ is the bound quiver of stable
n-translation algebra Λ˜.
If Q deﬁne an n-translation algebra Λ, ΛS is a quadratic algebra, and its qua-
dratic dual ΓS = ΛS
!op
is called dual τ-slice algebra of Q.
Let QS be a complete τ -slices in Q and let i be a sink of QS . Deﬁne the τ-
mutation s−i (Q
S) of QS at i as the full bound sub-quiver in Q obtained by replacing
the vertex i by its translation τi.
Dually, for a source j of QS , we deﬁne the τ-mutation s+j (Q
S) of QS at j as
the full bound sub-quiver of Q obtained by replacing the vertex j by its inverse
translation τ−1j. A τ -mutation of a complete τ -slice in Q is again a complete τ -
slice in Q. If i is a sink of QS , then s+i s
−
i Q
S = QS , and if i is a source of QS , then
s−i s
+
i Q
S = QS .
The τ -slice algebra of s±i Q
S is called the τ-mutation of Λ at i, and the dual
τ -slice algebra of s±i Q
S is called the τ-mutation of dual τ -slice algebra Γ at i.
An algebra is call acyclic if its quiver is acyclic, an algebra Γ is called dual
n-translation algebra if it is quadratic and its quadratic dual Λ = Γ!
op
is an n-
translation algebra, Γ is called dual extendible n-translation algebra if Λ = Γ!
op
is a
dual extendible n-translation algebra. Iyama’s absolute n-completed algebras are
examples of such algebras [15].
Let C be a Krull-Schmidt category.
(a) For an object M ∈ C, a morphism f0 ∈ JC(M,C1) is called left almost split
if C1 ∈ C and
HomC(C1,−)
f0
−→ JC(M,−) −→ 0
is exact on C. A left minimal and left almost split morphism is called a
source morphism.
(b) We call a complex
M
f0
−→ C1
f1
−→ C2
f2
−→ · · · (1)
a source sequence of M if the following conditions are satisﬁed.
(i) Ci ∈ C and fi ∈ JC for any i,
(ii) we have the following exact sequence on C.
· · ·
f2
−→ HomC(C2,−)
f1
−→ HomC(C1,−)
f0
−→ JC(M,−) −→ 0 (2)
A sink morphism and a sink sequence are deﬁned dually.
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(c) We call a complex
M −→ C1 −→ C2 −→ · · · −→ Cn −→ N
an n-almost split sequence if this is a source sequence of M ∈ C and a sink
sequence of N ∈ C.
Let Q = (Q0, Q1, ρ) be a n-translation quiver with n-translation τ such that
Λ ≃ kQ/(ρ) is n-translation algebra. The τ-hammock Hi = Hi
Q
starting at i, and
respectively, the τ-hammock Hi = Hi,Q ending at i (see [13]) are deﬁned for each
i ∈ Q0 as the quivers with the vertex sets
Hi0 = {(j, t)|j ∈ Q0, there is a bound path of length t from i to j},
and respectively,
Hi,0 = {(j, t)|j ∈ Q0, there is a bound path of length t from j to i},
and with the arrow sets
Hi1 = {(α, t) : (j, t) −→ (j
′, t+ 1)|α : j → j′ ∈ Q1, there is bound path p
of length t from i to j such that αp is a bound path of length t+ 1},
and respectively,
Hi,1 = {(α, t) : (j, t+ 1) −→ (j′, t)|α : j → j′ ∈ Q1, there is bound path p
of length t from j′ to i such that pα is a bound path of length t+ 1}.
Deﬁne the hammock functions µi : Hi0 −→ Z and respectively, µi : Hi,0 −→ Z
to be the integral maps on the vertices by µi(j, t) = dim kejΛtei for (j, t) ∈ Hi0
and respectively, by µi(j, t) = dim keiΛtej for (j, t) ∈ Hi,0. We also denote by
Hi0 and Hi,0 the sets {j ∈ Q0|(j, t) ∈ H
i
0 for some t ∈ Z} and {j ∈ Q0|(j, t) ∈
Hi,0 for some t ∈ Z}.
When Q is acyclic, the hammocks Hi and Hi can be regarded as a sub-quiver
of Q.
Let Γ be the quadratic dual of Λ with bound quiver Q
⊥
= (Q0, Q1, ρ
⊥). Let
G = add (Γ) be the category of ﬁnite generated projective Γ-modules. The hammock
is used to describe the Koszul complexes in Γ which are the n-almost split sequences
in G under certain conditions. Similar to Proposition 7.4 of [15], we have the
following characterization of the Koszul complexes in Γ.
Proposition 2.3. For each vertex i ∈ Q0, we have a Koszul complex
ξi :Mn+1 = Γeτ−1i −→ · · · −→Mt −→ · · · −→M0 = Γei (3)
with Mt =
⊕
(j,t)∈Hi,0
(Γej)
µi(j,t) for 0 ≤ t ≤ n and a Koszul complex
ζi :Mn+1 = Γei −→ · · · −→Mt −→ · · · −→M0 = Γeτi (4)
with Mt =
⊕
(j,n+1−t)∈Hi0
(Γej)
µi(j,n+1−t) for 0 ≤ t ≤ n.
We see that ζi = ξτi and ξi = ζτ−1i.
Clearly, an n-translation quiver is also a weak translation quiver deﬁned in [25].
Similar to Deﬁnition 6.1 of [25], if C is a Hom-ﬁnite Krull-Schmidt category with
n-almost split sequences, one deﬁnes the Auslander-Reiten quiver of C as the quiver
with the vertices the iso-classes of indecomposable objects and the number of arrows
from x to y is dxy = dim kJC(x, y)/J
2
C(x, y), with the translation induced by the
n-almost split sequences.
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For a bound quiver Q = (Q0, Q1, ρ), we also relate to it a path category P(Q),
the k-additive category with objects addQ0 and Hom set between the vertices
the k-spaces with basis the paths between these vertices. The bound category
P(Q) = P(Q)/I of the bound quiver is the quotient category of the path category
modulo the ideal generated by the relations in ρ.
In fact, the arrows are determined by source morphisms and sink morphisms (see
Lemma 6.1 of [25] and Proposition 3.1 of [8]).
Lemma 2.4. If M → Y is a sink sequence in C, then dX,Y is equal to the number
of X appearing in the direct sum decomposition of M .
If X → M is a source sequence in C, then dX,Y is equal to the number of Y
appearing in the direct sum decomposition M .
Assume φ : Q → C assigns a morphism φ(a) ∈ JC(X,Y ) for any arrow a : X → Y
in Q, and that {φ(a)|s(a) = X, t(a) = Y } forms a k-basis of JC(X,Y )/J2C(X,Y ) for
any X,Y ∈ Q0. Then φ extends uniquely to a full dense functor φ : Q → C.
The relations are determined by the n-almost split sequences (see Lemma 6.4 of
[25] and Proposition 3.6 of [8]).
Lemma 2.5. Let C be a Hom-finite Krull-Schmidt k-category, and let Q be an
acyclic locally finite quiver, and
bfP (Q) be the path category of Q over k. Assume that we have a full dense functor
φ : Q→ C.
(1) If any X ∈ Q0 has the source sequence with the first two terms
φ(X)
(α)α∈Q1,s(α)=X−→
⊕
α∈Q1,s(α)=X
φ(t(α))
(γα,i)1≤i≤mX−→
⊕
1≤i≤mX
φ(t(γα,i)), (5)
then the kernel of φ is generated by
{
∑
α∈Q1,s(α)=X
γα,iα|X ∈ Q0, 1 ≤ i ≤ mX}.
(2) If any Y ∈ Q0 has the sink sequence with the last two terms
⊕
1≤j≤m′
Y
φ(s(γ′j,α))
(γ′j,α)1≤j≤m′
X−→
⊕
α∈Q1,t(α)=Y
φ(s(α))
(α)α∈Q1,t(α)=X−→ φ(Y ), (6)
then the kernel of φ is generated by
{
∑
α∈Q1,t(α)=Y
αγ′j,α|Y ∈ Q0, 1 ≤ j ≤ m
′
Y }.
3. τ-slice algebras
Let Q = (Q0, Q1, ρ) be a bound quiver, and let Λ ≃ kQ/(ρ). Let EQ = {ej|j ∈
Q0} be a complete set of orthogonal idempotents corresponding to the vertex set
of Q. Let Q = (Q0, Q1) be a ﬁnite full sub-quiver of Q, that is Q0 and Q1 are
subset of Q0 and Q1, respectively, such that all the arrows of Q from i to j are in
Q1 whenever i and j are both in Q0. We say that Q is a convex truncation of Q if
Q is convex in the sense that if a path p from i to j is in Q, then all the paths from
i to j are in Q. In this case, ρ can be chosen such that ρ = {ejxei|x ∈ ρ, i, j ∈ Q0}
is a subset of ρ. With a convex truncation Q = (Q0, Q1, ρ), we have two algebras
associate to it, that is, the subalgebra Λ = eΛe with e =
∑
j∈Q0
ej and the quotient
algebra Λ′ = Λ/({ej|j ∈ Q0 \Q0}). We have the following proposition.
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Proposition 3.1. Assume that Q = (Q0, Q1, ρ) is a convex truncation of a bound
quiver Q = (Q0, Q1, ρ). Then Λ = eΛe ≃ (End Λ
⊕
j∈Q0
Λej)
op ≃ kQ/(ρ) is both a
subalgebra and a quotient algebra of Λ.
Proof. Clearly, Λ = eΛe ≃ HomΛ(Λe,Λe) = (End Λ
⊕
j∈Q0
Λej)
op is a subalgebra
of Λ generated by eEQe = EQ = {ej|j ∈ Q0}, and eQ1e = Q1. Thus Λ ≃ kQ/J for
some ideal J of kQ. Clearly, J ⊂ kQ∩ (ρ) = kQ∩ (ρ) = (ρ). If z ∈ (ρ) = kQ∩ (ρ),
then the image of z in Λ is zero, hence its image in Λ is zero, too. This shows that
J = (ρ), and Λ = eΛe ≃ kQ/(ρ). 
We call the algebra Λ a truncation of Λ.
Let Λ be an extendible n-translation algebra with a connected n-translation
quiver Q. Let Λ˜ = ∆Λ be its trivial extension, its bound quiver is the returning
arrow quiver Q˜ (see [15]). Let Λ˜#kZ∗ and Λ˜#′kZ∗ be the smash products deﬁned
in Proposition 2.1 and in Proposition 2.2, respectively. Their quivers are Z|nQ and
Z⋄Q˜, respectively. Then Z|nQ is connected while Z⋄Q˜ has d isomorphic connected
components, for d the maximal common divisor of the lengths of the oriented cycles
in Q˜, by Proposition 4.3 and 4.5 of [13].
We have the following proposition.
Proposition 3.2. If Q is acyclic, then Z|nQ is isomorphic to a connect component
of Z⋄Q˜.
Proof. Fix a vertex i0 ∈ Q0 = Q˜0, then for any vertex i ∈ Q0 there is a walk w =
(p0, p1, . . . , p2r+1) in Q, where s(p0) = i0, t(p2r) = i, t(p2h) = t(p2h+1), s(p2h−1) =
s(p2h), with p1, . . . , p2r nontrivial, connecting i and i0. Let l(w) =
∑r
h=0 l(p2h) −∑r
h=1 l(p2h+1), where l(p) is the length of the path p, then l(w) is uniquely deter-
mined by i, write it as ui0(i), or u(i) when i0 is ﬁxed.
It is easy to see that the map Φi0 : Z|nQ0 → Z⋄Q˜0 deﬁned by Φi0(i,m) =
(i,m(n+2)+ ui0(i)) induces an isomorphism from the quiver Z|nQ to a connected
components of Z⋄Q preserving the relations. 
Note that maximal bound paths of Q have the same length n + 1, thus cycles
in Q˜ have the same length n + 2, and thus Z⋄Q has n + 2 connected components
by Proposition 4.3 of [13]. By choosing i0 diﬀerently, we see Z|nQ is isomorphic to
each of the connected components of Z⋄Q.
Thus we have
Proposition 3.3. Let Λ be an acyclic extendible n-translation algebra, then ∆Λ#kZ∗
is a direct summand of ∆Λ#′kZ∗.
Since Z⋄Q is always acyclic, Proposition 3.2 does not hold when Q contains an
oriented cycle.
Let Q be an acyclic n-translation quiver, clearly Q is isomorphic to a complete
τ -slice in Z|nQ with vertex set Q0 × {t} for any ﬁxed t. We obvious have the
following result.
Proposition 3.4. Let Λ be an acyclic extendible n-translation algebra, then Λ is
a τ-slice algebra of ∆Λ#kZ∗.
Let Q˜ be a stable (n + 1)-translation quiver which is the bound quiver of a
self-injective algebra Λ˜. In Z⋄Q˜, we have a specially truncated quiver Q
N ′ =
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Z⋄Q˜[0, n+1], the full bound sub-quiver with vertex set {(i, t)|i ∈ Q˜0, 0 ≤ t ≤ n+1},
which deﬁnes a τ -slice algebra ΛN
′
≃ kZ⋄Q˜[0, n+ 1]/(ρQ˜[0,n+1]) for Λ˜#
′kZ∗.
Proposition 3.5. If Λ˜ ≃ ∆Λ is the trivial extension of an acyclic admissible n-
translation algebra Λ with n-translation quiver Q. Then ΛN
′
is a direct sum of n+1
non-isomorphic τ-slice algebras of ∆Λ#kZ∗.
Fix a path p of length n + 1 in Q passing through vertices i1, . . . , in+1. This
gives n + 1 isomorphism Φi1 , . . . ,Φin+1 from Z|nQ to a connected components of
Z⋄Q˜. For each vertex it, we obtain a complete τ -slice Q
N
t = Φ
−1
it
(QN
′
) of Z|nQ
and the corresponding τ -slice algebra ΛNt ≃ kΦ
−1
it
(QN
′
)/(ρΦ−1
it
(QN′)). Each Λ
N
t is
called a special τ-slice algebra of Λ. In fact, such algebras (and bound quivers) are
obtained by a sequence of τ -mutations from one another (see [13]).
Proposition 3.6. If Λ is an acyclic admissible n-translation algebra, then there is
a sequence of τ-mutations σ1, . . . , σr such that Λ is isomorphic to σr · · ·σ1ΛN for
any special τ-slice algebra ΛN of ∆Λ.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 3.4, Proposition 3.2 and Lemma 6.6 of [13].

We can also get the specially truncated quiver QN
′
of Z⋄Q˜ directly from Z|nQ.
For each vertex i ∈ Z|nQ, let Q(i) be the full sub-quiver of Z|nQ with the vertex
set {j ∈ Z|nQ | 0 ≤ ui(j) ≤ n+ 1}. As a corollary, we have the following result.
Proposition 3.7. Let Q be an acyclic admissible n-translation quiver. If p is a
path of length n in Z|nQ with vertices i0, i1, . . . , in, then QN
′
is the disjoint union
of Q(i0), Q(i1), . . . , Q(in).
Example 3.8. Start with the algebra Λ(1) given by the quiver Q(1),
• %%❑
•
99s
%%❑ • %%❑
•
99s
%%❑ •
99s
%%❑ • %%❑
•
99s
•
99s
•
99s
•
with zero relation for each two successive arrow heading in the same direction
and skew commutative relation for each four arrows form a square. ∆(Λ(1)) has
returning arrow quiver:
• %%❑
•
99s
%%❑ • %%❑
oo
•
99s
%%❑ •
99s
%%❑
oo • %%❑
oo
•
99s
•
99soo •
99soo •oo
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Then ∆(Λ(1))#kZ∗ is the algebra with quiver
• %%❑
•
99s
%%❑ • %%❑
•
99s
%%❑ •
99s
%%❑ • %%❑
•
99s
•
99s
•
99s
•
• %%❑
• %%❑
99s
• %%❑
\\✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽
•
99s
%%❑ • %%❑
99s
\\✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽
• %%❑
\\✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽
•
99s
•
99s
\\✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽
•
\\✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽ 99s
•
\\✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽
• %%❑
• %%❑
99s
• %%❑
\\✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽
•
99s
%%❑ • %%❑
99s
\\✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽
• %%❑
\\✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽
•
99s
•
99s
\\✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽
•
\\✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽ 99s
•
\\✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽
• %%❑
• %%❑
99s
• %%❑
\\✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽
•
99s
%%❑ • %%❑
99s
\\✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽
• %%❑
\\✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽
•
99s
•
99s
\\✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽
•
\\✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽ 99s
•
\\✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽
with zero relation for each two successive arrow heading in the same direction and
skew commutative relation for each four arrows form a square. QN
′
has three
connected components Q′[1], Q′[2] and Q′[3] as follow.
•
•
99s
%%❑
•
99s
•
• %%❑
• %%❑
\\✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽
• %%❑
99s
\\✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽
•
•
\\✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽ 99s
•
aa❇❇❇❇❇❇❇
•
•
• %%❑
99s
•
99s
%%❑ •
•
99s
\\✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽
• %%❑
]]❀❀❀❀❀❀❀❀
• %%❑
]]❀❀❀❀❀❀❀❀
•
]]❀❀❀❀❀❀❀❀ 99s
•
•
•
99s
• %%❑
• %%❑
99s
•
• %%❑
99s
\\✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽
•
99s
\\✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽✽
•
• %%❑
__❃❃❃❃❃❃❃
•
__❃❃❃❃❃❃❃
Let Λ′[1],Λ′[2] and Λ′[3] be the corresponding slice algebras. Through Λ is a
extendible 1-translation algebra ([16]), the τ -slice algebras Λ′[1],Λ′[2] are not 1-
translation algebras.
4. Tilting for the Truncation of n-translation algebras
In [13], we introduce τ -slice algebras of a graded self-injective algebra and show
that the τ -slice algebras of a graded self-injective algebra are derived equivalent
by shown that they have isomorphic trivial extensions. For a dual τ -slice algebra,
this is in fact realized by tilting related to n-almost split sequence, as is studied in
[2, 22, 26]
Let Λ be an acyclic n-translation algebra with bound quiver Q = (Q0, Q1, ρ).
Recall that if Λ is (n+1, q)-Koszul with ﬁnite q, then its quadratic dual Γ is (q, n+1)-
Koszul [7] and Γ is a (q − 1)-translation algebra [15], write its (q − 1)-translation
as τ⊥. If Λ is Koszul, this include the case q = ∞, then τ⊥ is not deﬁned so we
conventionally assume that τ t⊥i 6∈ Q0 for any i ∈ Q0 and t ∈ Z. A non-injective
vertex i in Q0 is called forward movable provided that H
i
Λ,0
\ Q0 = {τ−1i} and
τ⊥i 6∈ Q0, and a non-projective vertex i in Q0 is called backward movable provided
that HΛ,i,0 \Q0 = {τi} and τ
−1
⊥ i 6∈ Q0. Let G = add (Γ) be the category of ﬁnite
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generated projective Γ-modules. (We regard the hammocks as sub-quivers of Q,
due to that Q is acyclic.) Note that Λ ≃ Γ
!,op
. If i is a non-injective vertex in
Q, (or j = τ−1i is an non-projective vertex), by [5, 7, 15], we have a left Koszul
complex:
0 −→ Γ⊗ Λn+1eτ−1i −→ Γ⊗ Λneτ−1i
ψ
−→ Γ⊗ Λn−1eτ−1i −→ · · ·
−→ Γ⊗ Λ2eτ−1i
φ
−→ Γ⊗ Λ1eτ−1i −→ Γ⊗ Λ0eτ−1i −→ 0.
(7)
If Q = (Q0, Q1, ρ) be a ﬁnite truncation of Q, set L = LQ =
⊕
j∈Q0
Γej ,
L(i) =
⊕
j∈Q0\{i}
Γej. We have
Lemma 4.1. If i is forward movable, then
coKerHomG(L, φ) ≃ HomG(L,Γ⊗ Λ0eτ−1i) = HomG(L,Γeτ−1i).
If τ−1i is backward movable, then
coKerHomG(ξ, L) ≃ HomG(eiΓ⊗ Λ0, L) = HomG(eiΓ, L).
Proof. Note that HomG(Γej,Γei)/JG(Γej,Γei) = 0 for i 6= j. So we have exact
sequence
HomG(L,Γ⊗ Λ2eτ−1i)
HomG(L,φ)
−→ HomG(L,Γ⊗ Λ1eτ−1i)
−→ HomG(L,Γ⊗ Λ0eτ−1i) −→ 0,
since the Koszul complex (7) is an n-almost split sequence in G [15]. This proves
the ﬁrst equality.
The second equality is proven by the duality. 
Theorem 4.2. Let Λ be an acyclic n-translation algebra with n-translation quiver
Q and n-translation τ , let Γ ≃ kQ/(ρ⊥) be its quadratic dual. Let Q = (Q0, Q1, ρ)
be a truncation of Q, and Γ ≃ kQ/(ρ⊥) ≃ End GL.
(1) If i is a forward movable vertex of Q let, Q′0 = (Q0 \ {i}) ∪ {τ
−1i} and
let L′ =
⊕
j∈Q′0
Γej. Set T = HomG(L,L
(i)) ⊕ coKerHomG(L, φ), where
φ : Γ⊗ Λ2eτ−1i → Γ⊗ Λ1eτ−1i is the map in the Koszul complex (7).
Then T is a tilting Γ-module of projective dimension at most n, and
End ΓT ≃ End GL′.
(2) If τ−1i is a backward movable vertex of Q, let Q′0 = (Q0 \ {τ
−1})∪ {i} and
let L′ =
⊕
j∈Q′0
Γej. Set T = HomG(L
(τ−1), L)⊕ coKerHomG(ψ,L), where
ψ : Γ⊗ Λneτ−1i → Γ⊗ Λn−1eτ−1i is the map in the Koszul complex (7).
Then T is a cotilting Γ-module of projective dimension at most n, and
End ΓT ≃ End G(L
′).
We call the tilting module T in (1) (respectively, in (2)) the theorem the tilting
(respectively, cotilting) module related to Koszul complex (7) for vertex i (respec-
tively, for τ−1i).
Proof. We prove the ﬁrst case, the second case is proven dually.
Assume that i is forward movable in Q and Hi = Hi
Λ
is the hammock starting at
i with hammock function µi, and let Q′0 = (Q0 \ {i}) ∪ {τ
−1i}. (7) is a truncation
of the projective resolution of the simple Γ-module Γ0eτ−1i.
By Proposition 2.3, Γ ⊗ Λteτ−1i ≃
⊕
(j,n+1−t)∈Hi0
(Γtej)
µi(j,n+1−t). Let M =⊕
j∈Q0∩Q′0
Γej and letMt =
⊕
(j,t)∈Hi(Γej)
µi(j,t). LetX = Γei and let Y = Γeτ−1i,
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the Koszul complex (7) becomes
X
f
→M1 → . . .→Mn
g
→ Y. (8)
By Lemma 7.1 of [15], f is a left add (M)-approximation and g :Mn → Y is a right
add (M)-approximation.
Let V = X ⊕ M and W = Y ⊕ M . If Λ is Koszul, so is Γ and Ker f = 0,
otherwise, Ker f ≃ Γ0eτ⊥i and thus HomG(V,Ker f) = 0. So we get exact sequence
0 −→ HomG(V,X) −→ HomG(V,M1) −→ . . . −→ HomG(V,Mn) −→ HomG(V, Y ).
Note that coKer g ≃ Γeτ−1i. Since Q is convex and τ
−1i 6∈ Q0 and (τ
−1i)− ⊂ Q0,
thus HomG(coKer g,W ) = 0, so we have an exact sequence
0 −→ HomG(Y,W ) −→ HomG(Mn,W ) −→ . . . −→ HomG(M1,W ) −→ HomG(X,W ).
Note T = HomΓ(L,L
(i)) ⊕ coKerHomG(L, φ), where φ : Γ ⊗ Λ2eτ−1i → Γ ⊗
Λ1eτ−1i is the map in the Koszul complex. So by Proposition 3.4 of [22], T is a
tilting Γ-module of projective dimension at most n.
We now prove that End ΓT ≃ End GL′. By applying HomG(L,−) on (7), one
gets
HomG(L,Γ⊗ Λ2eτ−1i)
HomG(L,φ)
−→ HomG(L,Γ⊗ Λ1eτ−1i)
−→ HomG(L,Γ⊗ Λ0eτ−1i) −→ 0.
By Lemma 4.1
coKerHomG( L, φ) ≃ HomG(L,Γ⊗ Λ0eτ−1i) = HomG(L,Γeτ−1i)
and
End ΓT = HomΓ(HomG(L,L
(i))⊕ coKerHomG(L, φ),
HomG(L,L
(i))⊕ coKerHomG(L, φ))
= HomΓ(HomG(L,L
(i)),HomG(L,L
(i)))
⊕HomΓ(HomG(L,L(i)), coKerHomG(L, φ))
⊕HomΓ(coKerHomG(L, φ),HomG(L,L(i)))
⊕HomΓ(coKerHomG(L, φ), coKerHomG(L, φ))
= HomG(L
(i), L(i))⊕HomG(L(i),Γeτ−1i)
⊕HomΓ(Γeτ−1i, L
(i))⊕HomG(Γeτ−1i,Γeτ−1i)
≃ HomG(
⊕
j∈Q′0
Γej ,
⊕
j∈Q′0
Γej) = End G(
⊕
j∈Q′0
Γej).
This proves the Theorem. 
By Theorem 7.2 in [15], (8) is an n-almost split sequence in G. Let Λ be an
n-translation algebra with acyclic stable n-translation quiver Q. If Q is a τ -
slice of Q and i a sink (respectively, τ−1i a source) of Q, we know that the al-
gebra Λ(Q) ≃ kQ/(ρ) and its τ -mutation Λ(s−i Q) ≃ ks
−
i Q/(s
−
i ρ) (respectively,
Λ(s+
τ−1i
Q) ≃ ks+
τ−1i
Q/(s+
τ−1i
ρ) are derived equivalent [13]. In this case, a vertex in
Q is forward movable if and only if it is a sink and it is backward movable if and
only if it is a source. Further more, Q′ = s−i Q if i is a sink and Q
′ = s+
τ−1i
Q if i is a
source for the quiver Q′ in Theorem 4.2. Using Lemma 3.1, we have the following
reﬁnement of theorem 4.2 for a dual τ -slice algebra.
Corollary 4.3. Let Λ be an acyclic n-translation algebra with n-translation quiver
Q and n-translation τ , let Γ ≃ kQ/(ρ⊥) be its quadratic dual. Let Γ ≃ kQ/(ρ⊥) ≃
End GL be the dual τ-slice algebra of Q.
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(1) If i is a sink of Q, let T be the tilting module of Γ related to the Koszul com-
plex (7) then End ΓT is a dual τ-slice algebra and End ΓT ≃ ks
−
i Q/(s
−
i ρ
⊥),
(2) if τ−1i is a source of Q, let T be the cotilting module of Γ related to the
Koszul complex (7) then End ΓT is a dual τ-slice algebra and End ΓT ≃
ks+
τ−1i
Q/(s+
τ−1i
ρ⊥).
So in this case, τ -mutation describe the tilting related to the Koszul complexes.
Recall that for a simple projective Γ-module P satisfying Γ = P ⊕Q, τ−1n P ⊕Q
is called n-APR tilting module associated to P , if idP = n and ExttΓ(DΓ,Γei) = 0
for 0 ≤ t < n. n-APR co-tilting module is deﬁned dually.
Proposition 4.4. Let Λ be an acyclic n-translation algebra with n-translation
quiver Q and n-translation τ , let Γ ≃ kQ/(ρ⊥) be its quadratic dual. Let Q =
(Q0, Q1, ρ) be a truncation of Q, and Γ ≃ kQ/(ρ⊥) ≃ End GL.
If i is a sink and backwards movable of Q0 and Γ, then τ
−1
n Γei ⊕Γ(1− ei) is an
n-APR tilting module.
If τ−1i is a source and forwards movable of Q0 and Γ, then τnDeτ−1iΓ⊕D(1−
ei)Γ is an n-APR co-tilting module.
Proof. We prove the ﬁrst assertion, the second follows by duality.
Note that Λ is also right n-translation algebra with the n-translation τop = τ−1.
We have a right Koszul complex
eτ−1iΓ −→M1 −→ · · · −→M t −→ · · · −→Mn −→ eiΓ
which is both the projective resolution of the right simple Si and also n-almost split
sequence in Gop. WhereM t =
⊕
(j,n+1−t)∈Hi,0
ejΓ
µi(j,n+1−t)
. This induce complex
of right projective Γ-modules which is a projective resolution of the right simple Γ
module Si = eiΓ0.
eτop,−1iΓe −→M1 −→ · · · −→Mt −→ · · · −→Mn −→ eiΓ,
here Mt =
⊕
(j,n+1−t)∈Hi,0
ejΓ
µi(j,n+1−t). Apply the duality D, one get a injective
resolution of left simple Γ-module Si = Γei (since i is a sink of Q),
DeiΓ −→ DMn −→ · · · −→ DMt −→ · · · −→ DM1 −→ Deτop,−1iΓe. (9)
Apply HomΓ(DΓ,−), one gets
0 −→ HomΓ(DΓ, Si) −→ HomΓ(DΓ, DeiΓ) −→ · · · −→ HomΓ(DΓ, DMt)
−→ · · · −→ HomΓ(DΓ, DM1) −→ HomΓ(DΓ, Deτop,−1iΓe)
Write Γ(−,−) for HomΓ(−,−) and Γ(−,−) for HomΓ(−,−) we have
Γ(DΓ, DeiΓ) −→ · · · −→ Γ(DΓ,
⊕
j
DejΓ
µi(j,t)) −→ · · · −→ Γ(DΓ,
⊕
j
ejΓ
µi(j,1))
↓≃ ↓≃ ↓≃
Γ(eiΓ,Γ) −→ · · · −→
⊕
j Γ(ejΓ
µi(j,t),Γ) −→ · · · −→
⊕
j Γ(ejΓ
µi(j,1),Γ)
↓≃ ↓≃ ↓≃
Γei −→ · · · −→
⊕
j
(Γej)
µi(j,t) −→ · · · −→
⊕
j
(Γej)
µi(j,1)
↓≃ ↓≃ ↓≃
eΓei −→ · · · −→
⊕
j
(eΓej)
µi(j,t) −→ · · · −→ (eΓej)
µi(j,1))
↓≃ ↓≃ ↓≃
Γ(Γe,Γei) −→ · · · −→
⊕
j Γ(Γe, (Γej)
µi(j,t)) −→ · · · −→
⊕
j Γ(Γe, (Γej)
µi(j,1)).
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Due to that τop,−1i = τi and Γei → · · · → M t → · · · → Γeτi is an n-almost split
sequence in G, we have an exact sequence
0→ HomΓ(Γe,Γei) −→ · · · −→
⊕
j HomΓ(Γe, (Γej)
µi(j,t)) −→ · · ·
−→
⊕
j HomΓ(Γe, (Γej)
µi(j,1)) −→ HomΓ(Γe,Γeτi) = 0.
So
0→ HomΓ(DΓ, DeiΓ) −→ · · · −→ HomΓ(DΓ,
⊕
j DejΓ
µi(j,t))
−→ · · · −→ HomΓ(DΓ,
⊕
j ejΓ
µi(j,1)) −→ 0
is exact and thus ExttΓ(DΓ,Γei) = 0 for 0 ≤ t < n. On the other hand, eτop,−1iΓe =
HomΓ(Γe,Γeτi) = 0 since Q is acyclic, we have that idSi = n from (9). This proves
that τ−1n Γei ⊕ Γ(1− ei) is an n-APR tilting module. 
Let Γ be an acyclic dual extendible n-translation algebra with quiver (Q0, Q1, ρ
⊥).
For each a sink i of its quiver Q, call τ−1n Γei ⊕ Γ(1− ei) the n-APR tilting module
of Γ at i. For each a source i of Q, call τnDeiΓ⊕D(1− ei)Γ the n-APR co-tilting
module of Γ at i.
Proposition 4.5. Let Λ be an acyclic n-translation algebra with n-translation
quiver Q and n-translation τ , let Γ ≃ kQ/(ρ⊥) be its quadratic dual. Let Q =
(Q0, Q1, ρ) be a complete τ-slice of Q, and Γ ≃ kQ/(ρ⊥) ≃ End GL.
(1) If i is a sink of Q, let T be the tilting module of Γ related to the Koszul
complex (7). Then T is the n-APR tilting module of Γ at i and End ΓT ≃
s−i Γ.
(2) If τ−1i is a source of Q, let T be the cotilting module of Γ related to the
Koszul complex (7). Then T is the n-APR co-tilting module of Γ at τ−1i
and End ΓT ≃ s
+
τ−1i
Γ.
Proof. We prove the ﬁrst assertion, the second is proven by duality.
Let Λ ≃ kQ/(ρ), and Γ ≃ kQ/(ρ⊥) be its quadratic dual. Let L =
⊕
j∈Q0
Γej ,
then by Proposition 3.1, Γ ≃ End ΓL
op. If · · · −→ Pn+1 −→ · · · −→ P 1 −→
P 0 −→ Sj −→ 0 is a projective resolution of a simple Γ-module corresponding
to a vertex j ∈ Q0, then 0 −→ HomG(L, Pn+1) −→ · · · −→ HomG(L, P 1) −→
HomG(L, P
0) −→ HomG(L, Sj) −→ 0 is a projective resolution of a simple Γ-
module corresponding to vertex j and HomG(L, P
n+1) = 0 since Q is acyclic and
τj 6∈ Q0. Thus Γ and Λ are Koszul algebras.
Note that for the n-translation algebra Λ with n-translation τ , Λ
op
is n-translation
algebra with n-translation τ−1. So the Koszul complex of right Λ-modules
0 −→ eiΛn ⊗ Γ −→ eiΛn−1 ⊗ Γ
ξ
−→ · · ·
−→ eiΛ1 ⊗ Γ −→ eiΛ0 ⊗ Γ = eiΓ −→ eiΓ0 −→ 0.
(10)
is the projective resolution of the simple Γ-module eiΓ0. Note that Q is convex
and intersects each τ -orbits of Q, and that i is a sink, thus eiΛn 6= 0. Apply
D = Homk( , k), we get and injective resolution of Γ0ei:
0 −→ Γ0ei = D(eiΓ0) −→ D(eiΛ0 ⊗ Γ) −→ · · ·
−→ D(eiΛn−1)⊗ Γ −→ D(eiΛn ⊗ Γ) −→ 0.
(11)
This is an injective resolution of the injective Γ-module S(i) ≃ Γ0ei, and (10) is
the projective resolution of D(Si) ≃ eiΓ0. Applying HomG( ,Γ) to (10), one gets:
0 −→ HomΓ(eiΓ0,Γ) −→ HomΓ(eiΛ0 ⊗ Γ,Γ) = HomΓ(eiΓ,Γ)
−→ HomΓ(eiΛ1 ⊗ Γ,Γ) −→ · · ·
−→ HomΓ(eiΛn−2 ⊗ Γ,Γ)
ξ∗
−→ HomΓ(eiΛn−1 ⊗ Γ,Γ).
(12)
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Thus coKer ξ∗ ≃ τnSi.
On the other hand, we have eiΛt ⊗ Γ ≃
⊕
(j,t)∈Hi
Λ
ejΓ. So by Lemma 4.1
HomΓ(
⊕
(j,n−2)∈Hi
Λ
ejΓ,Γ)
ξ∗
−→ HomΓ(
⊕
(j,n−1)∈Hi
Λ
ejΓ,Γ) → coKer ξ∗ → 0
↓≃ ↓≃ ↓≃
⊕
(j,2)∈Hi
Λ
Γej
ξ∗
−→
⊕
(j,n−1)∈Hi
Λ
Γej → coKer ξ∗ → 0
↓≃ ↓≃ ↓≃
⊕
(j,n−2)∈Hi
Λ
eΓej
ξ∗
−→
⊕
(j,1)∈Hi
Λ
eΓej → coKer ξ∗ → 0
↓≃ ↓≃ ↓≃
HomΓ(
⊕
(j,n−2)∈Hi
Λ
ejΓ,Γ) −→ HomG(
⊕
(j,n−1)∈Hi
Λ
ejΓ, eΓ) → HomG(eτ−1iΓ, eΓ) → 0.
Thus HomG(eτ−1iΓ, eΓ) ≃ eΓeτ−1i.
So we get T ′ ≃ coKer f∗n ⊕
⊕
j∈Q0\{i}
Γej =
⊕
j∈(s+
i
Q)0\{i}
Γej . Thus
End ΓT
′ ≃ End G
⊕
j∈(s+
i
Q)0\{i}
Γej ≃ k(s
−
i Q)/(s
−
i ρ
⊥) = s−i Γ,
by Lemma 3.1. 
For dual extendible n-translation algebra Γ, we also have the following converse
of Corollary 4.3.
Proposition 4.6. Let Γ be an acyclic dual extendible (n − 1)-translation algebra
with (n− 1)-translation quiver Q = (Q0, Q1, ρ). If i is a sink or source of Q, then
the n-APR tilts of Γ at i is obtained by the τ-mutation of Γ in Z|nQ at i, that is,
the dual τ-slice algebra of Γ obtained by the corresponding τ-mutation.
Proof. Let Λ = ∆Λ#kZ∗ be the 0-extension of Λ and let Γ = ∆Λ#kZ∗!op be its
quadratic dual. Then Q is a τ -slice of Z|nQ and Λ is a τ -slice algebra of Λ. The
Proposition follows from Proposition 4.5. 
It is interesting to know when is T an n-BB tilting module and describing its
tilting algebra.
5. τ-slice algebras and n-quasi Fano algebras
Quasi-n-Fano algebras (quasi-Fano algebras of dimension algebra) are introduced
by Minamoto [28]. Let Γ be a ﬁnite dimensional algebra of ﬁnite global dimension,
let ωΓ = DΓ[n] and let ω
−1
Γ = RHomΓ(ωΓ,Γ). Γ is called quasi n-Fano (quasi-Fano
algebras of dimension n) if ω−1Γ is quasi-ample in the sense that (ω
−1
Γ )
L
⊗Γl is in
modΓ for l≫ 0.
For a graded algebra Γ˜ = Γ˜0+Γ˜1+· · · and a ﬁxed positive integer l, the Beilinson
algebra ∇(Γ˜) = ∇l(Γ˜) is deﬁned as
∇(Γ˜) =


Γ˜0 Γ˜1 · · · Γ˜l−2 Γ˜l−1
0 Γ˜0 · · · Γ˜l−3 Γ˜l−2
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 · · · Γ˜0 Γ˜1
0 0 · · · 0 Γ˜0


.
By Theorem 4.12 of [30], we have the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. If Λ˜ is a Kosszul stable n-translation algebra and Γ˜ be its quadratic
dual. Then the Berlinson algebra ∇(Γ˜) is quasi (n− 1)-Fano.
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Proof. Λ˜ is Koszul self-injective algebra, so by Theorem 6.2 of [15](see also [27],
[32]) and by Theorem 3.19 of [30], Γ˜ is AS-regular of global dimension n. Since Γ˜
is also Koszul, its Gorenstein parameter is also n. So the assertions follows from
Theorem 4.12 of [30]. 
Now we consider the Berlinson algebra of dual stable n-translation algebra. We
have the following Proposition.
Proposition 5.2. If Γ˜ = Γ˜0 + Γ˜1 + · · · ≃ kQ˜/(ρ) is a graded algebra given by a
connected bound quiver Q˜ = (Q˜0, Q˜1, ρ) with homogeneous relation concerning only
paths of length less that or equal l − 1, then
∇(Γ˜) ≃ kQN
′
/(ρN
′
).
Proof. The proof follows from the proof Theorem 5.1 of [13]. 
The algebra ∇(Γ) is in general not an indecomposable.
We obviously have the following proposition as corollary.
Proposition 5.3. Let Λ be a quadratic algebra satisfying the condition of Proposi-
tion 5.2. If Γ is the quadratic dual of Λ, then ∇(Γ) is the quadratic dual of ∇(Λ).
In [13] we describe the Beilinson algebra of a stable n-pretranslation algebra,
its trivial extension and its repetitive algebra. Let Λ˜ = Λ˜0 + Λ˜1 + · · · + Λ˜l be
a stable n-pretranslation algebra with n-translation quiver Q˜ = (Q˜0, Q˜1, ρ˜). Let
Q˜N = (Q˜N0 , Q˜
N
1 , ρ˜
N ) = Z⋄Q˜[0, n] be the full bound sub-quiver of Z⋄Q˜ deﬁned by
the vertex set Q˜N0 = {(i, t)|i ∈ Q˜0, 0 ≤ t ≤ n}. Then Q˜
N
1 = {(α, t) : (i, t) →
(j, t+ 1)|α : i→ j ∈ Q˜1, 0 ≤ t ≤ n− 1} and ρ˜
N = {(u, t)|u ∈ ρ˜, 0 ≤ t ≤ n− 2}.
The following theorem shows certain τ -slice algebras are quasi n-Fano algebras.
Theorem 5.4. Let Λ˜ be a Koszul stable n-translation algebra with a connected
n-translation quiver Q˜, and let Γ be a dual τ-slice algebra for the special τ-slice
Z⋄Q˜[0, n]. Then Γ is a quasi (n− 1)-Fano algebra.
Proof. By Proposition 5.3, Γ is the Berlinson algebra of Γ˜ ≃ (Λ˜)0p,!. So by Theorem
5.1, Γ is a quasi (n− 1)-Fano algebra. 
Corollary 5.5. Let Λ be an extendible n-translation algebra with connected n-
translation quiver whose trivial extension is Koszul, then ∇(∆Λ)!,op is a quasi n-
Fano algebra.
Proof. Since Λ is extendible and ∆Λ is Koszul (n + 1)-translation algebra, thus
∇(∆Λ)!,op ≃ ∇((∆Λ)!,op) is quasi n-Fano, by Theorem 5.4. 
Corollary 5.6. Let Γ be an algebra whose quadratic dual is an acyclic extendible n-
translation algebra with Koszul trivial extension. Then Γ is a quasi n-Fano algebra.
Proof. Let Λ be the quadratic dual of Γ, an acyclic n-translation algebra with ∆Λ
Koszul (n+1)-translation algebra. Λ is a τ -slice algebra of ∆Λ by Proposition 3.4.
Then by Lemma 6.5 of [13], there is a sequence σr , . . . , σ1 of τ -mutations such that
Λ′ = σr · · ·σ1Λ is a direct summand Λ′ of ∇(∆Λ). Thus the quadratic dual Γ′ of
Λ′ is a direct summand of ∇(∆(Λ)!,op), hence is a quasi n-Fano by Corollary 5.5.
By Proposition 4.5, Γ is obtained from Γ′ by a sequence of n-APR tilts and cotilts,
hence is also quasi n-Fano by [29]. 
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We call a dual τ -slice algebra Γ n-infinite if its quadratic dual is extendible with
Koszul trivial extension, so Corollary 5.6 is restated as follows.
Corollary 5.7. Let Γ be a n-infinite dual n-translation algebra. Then Γ is a quasi
n-Fano algebra.
In [16], we recover Iyama’s construction of absolute (n + 1)-algebra from an
absolute n-algebra using trivial extension of its quadratic dual, which is an n-cubic
algebra, using trivial extension, smash product and (n+1)-cuboid truncations. We
want to construct quasi (n+1)-Fano algebra from a quasi n-Fano algebra which is
n-inﬁnite acyclic dual extendible n-translation algebra in a similar way.
Let Λ be an extendible τ -slice algebra with the bound quiver an acyclic quiver
Q = (Q0, Q1, ρ), thus Q is a complete τ -slice in Z|nQ. Let ∆Λ be its trivial
extension with the bound quiver Q˜ = (Q˜0, Q˜1, ρ˜), then Q˜0 = Q0, Q˜1 = Q1∪{αi,j,t :
i→ j|1 ≤ t ≤ dim keiΛ′n+1ej} with certain quadratic relations ρ˜. The arrows αi,j,t
will be called returning arrows and Q˜ is called the returning arrow quiver of Q
When construct smash product ∆Λ#kZ∗, we get the bound quiver Z|nQ, and when
construct ∆Λ#′kZ∗, we get the bound quiver Z⋄Q˜. Z|nQ is a connect component
of Z⋄Q˜. Thus Q is regarded as a sub-quiver of Z⋄Q thus vertices are indexed as in
Z⋄Q.
Now the trivial extension ∆(∆Λ) has the bound quiver Q̂ = (Q0, Q̂1, ρ̂), which
has the same vertex set as Q˜, the arrow set Q̂1 is obtained by adding to each vertex
i a loop βi to Q˜1 and relation set ρ̂ is obtained by adding for each vertex a relation
β2i,t and for each arrow α : i → j in Q˜ a commutative relation αβi − βjη(α) for
some automorphism η. By the Proposition 4.3 of [13], the bound quiver Z⋄Q̂ of
the smash product ∆(∆Λ)#′kZ∗ is connected. This quiver is the returning arrow
quiver of Q˜, and the loop added at each vertex is a returning arrow.
A sub-quiver Q of Z⋄Q̂ without arrow arising from returning arrow in Q̂ is said
to be in one piece of Q˜. Note that ∆(∆Λ)#′kZ∗ is of Loewy length n+3, thus for
each vertex i, (i, t) and (i, t+n+2) are in the same τ -orbit, but (i, t) and (i, t− 1)
are not. The paths connecting (i, t − 1) and (i, t) is in one piece of Q˜, but paths
connecting (i, t) and (i, t + n + 2) has an arrow arising from returning arrow. In
Z⋄Q̂, the full sub-quiver Q
′ with the vertex set {(i, r+ s)|(i, r) ∈ Q0} is convex and
isomorphic to the original τ -slice Q of a component of Z⋄Q˜ and is in one piece of
Q˜. If H
(i,t)
Q˜
is the hammock starting at (i, t) in Q˜, then the hammock H
(i,t+h)
Q̂
in
Q̂ starting at the vertex (i, t+ h) has the vertex set
{(j, t+ h+ r)|(j, t + r) ∈ H
(i,t)
Q˜,0
} ∪ {(j, t+ h+ 1 + r)|(j, t + r) ∈ H
(i,t)
Q˜,0
},
when regarded as a sub-quiver of Z⋄Q̂. H
(i,t+h)
Q̂
is formed by two copies of H
(i,t)
Q˜
in
one piece of Q˜ connected by the arrows arising from the returning arrows for every
vertices.
We need the following technical Lemmas comparing τ -mutations.
Lemma 5.8. Let Q be a complete τ-slice in a connected component Q of Z⋄Q˜
and let QS be a complete τ-slice in Z⋄Q̂ such that Q is a full convex sub-quiver
of QS, Q is in one piece of Q˜ and each source of Q is a source of QS. If σ+ is
a τ-mutation of Q in Q, then there is a sequence of τ-mutation σˆ1, . . . , σˆl of Q
S
in Z⋄Q̂ such that σ
+Q is in one piece of σˆl · · · σˆ1QS and each source of σ+Q is a
source of σˆl · · · σˆ1QS
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Proof. Assume that Q is identical to a full sub-quiver of QS and (j1, s0) is a source
of both Q and QS, and assume that σ+ = σ+(j1,s1) for Q. Let σ1 = σ
+
(j1,s1)
for QS ,
then by deﬁnition σ1Q
S is obtained by removing the vertex (j1, s1) together with
the arrows from it and adding the vertex (j1, s1 + n+ 2) together with the arrows
from vertices of QS to (j1, s1 + n + 2). By comparing the hammocks H
(j1,t)
Q˜
in Q
and H
(j1,t+h)
Q̂
in Z⋄Q̂, one see that σ
+
(j1,s1)
Q is full convex sub-quiver of QS in one
piece of Q˜ and the sources other than (j1, s1) are unchanged, so they remain the
sources in σ1Q
S, too.
We consider the sources (j2, s2), . . . , (jr, sr) of σ
+
(j1,s1)
Q which are not sources of
Q, then there is an arrow from (j1, r1) to each of these vertex and s2 = · · · = sr =
s1 + 1. Let S(σ
+
(j1,s1)
, Q,QS) be the set of vertices (j′t, s
′
t) in σ
+
(j1,s1)
QS , such that
there is a nontrivial path in QS from (j′t, s
′
t) to some source of σ
+
(j1,s1)
QS . Clearly,
this is a ﬁnite set and none of the vertex in it is a vertex of σ+(j1,s1)Q. Since Q
S is
acyclic and ﬁnite, one of its vertex, say (j′t0 , s
′
t0
) is a source ofQS . By apply σ+(j′t0 ,s
′
t0
)
on σ+(j1,s1)Q
S , we get σ+(j′t0 ,s
′
t0
)σ
+
(j1,s1)
Q = σ+(j1,s1)Q, and S(σ
+
(j′t0 ,s
′
t0
)σ
+
(j1,s1)
, Q,QS)
has one less vertex than S(σ+(j1,s1), Q,Q
S). Take σˆl = σ
+
(j′t0 ,s
′
t0
), using induction one
gets the desired result. 
Dually, we also have a version of the above Lemma for sinks.
Lemma 5.9. Let Q be a complete τ-slice in a connected component Q of Z⋄Q˜ and
let QS be a complete τ-slice in Z⋄Q̂ such that Q is a full convex sub-quiver of Q
S
which is in one piece of Q˜ and each sink of Q is a sink of QS. If σ− is a τ-mutation
of Q in Q, then there is a sequence of τ-mutation σˆ1, . . . , σˆl of Q
S in Z⋄Q̂ such that
σ−Q is in one piece of σˆl · · · σˆ1QS and each sink of σ−Q is a sink of σˆl · · · σˆ1QS.
By Corollary 5.7, a acyclic n-inﬁnite dual extendible n-translation algebra is a
quasi n-Fano algebra. Now we use a method similar to that of [16] to construct quasi
(n + 1)-Fano algebra from acyclic n-inﬁnite dual extendible n-translation algebra.
In this way we obtain a sequence a higher quasi Fano algebras from a given one.
Theorem 5.10. Let Γ be acyclic n-infinite dual extendible n-translation algebra,
then there is a quasi (n+1)-Fano algebra Γ(n+1) which is acyclic (n+1)-infinite
dual extendible (n+ 1)-translation algebra containing Γ as an subalgebra.
Proof. Since Λ = Γ!,op is acyclic its bound quiver Q = (Q0, Q1, ρ) is a com-
plete τ -slice in Z|n+1Q, the bound quiver of Λ˜#kZ
∗, by Proposition 3.4. ∆Λ is
Koszul (n + 1)-translation algebra, so by [19], ∆(∆Λ) is a Koszul stable (n + 2)-
translation algebra. Thus ΓS = ∇(∆(∆Λ)!,op) is a quasi (n + 1)-Fano, by The-
orem 5.1. By Proposition 5.2 and [13], ΓS ≃ kQS/(ρS,⊥) for the special τ -slice
QS = (QS0 , Q
S
1 , ρ
S) = Z⋄Q̂[0, n+ 1] of Z⋄Q̂.
By a sequence σ1, . . . , σr of τ -mutations, we have the bound quiverQ
′ = σr · · ·σ1Q,
which is regarded as a component of Z⋄Q˜[0, n+1]. We have that ∆Λ ≃ ∆(σr · · ·σ1Λ),
by [13], with bound quiver the returning arrow quiver Q˜ = (Q˜0, Q˜1, ρ˜) of Q.
By the Proposition 4.3 of [13], the special τ -slice QS = Z⋄Q̂[0, n + 2] of Q̂ is
connected. Q′ is regarded as a full sub-quiver of QS in one of piece of Q˜ with its
sources remain sources in QS , by choosing the τ -mutation suitably. By Lemma 5.8
and Lemma 5.9, there is a sequence σˆ1, . . . , σˆl of τ -mutation of Q
S in Z⋄Q̂ such
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that Q = σ−11 · · ·σ
−1
r Q
′ is a full sub-quiver of σˆl · · · σˆlQS in one piece of Q˜ with its
sources remaining sources in σˆl · · · σˆlQS . Clearly, Q is convex in both Z⋄Q̂ and QS .
Thus Q⊥ = (Q0, Q1, ρ
⊥) is a convex full sub-quiver of Q
′,S,⊥ = σˆl · · · σˆlQS,⊥ =
(Q
′,S
0 , Q
′,S
1 , ρ
′,S,⊥) of Z⋄Q̂
⊥. Let Γ
′,S and ΓS be the dual τ -slice algebra with bound
quiver the τ -slice Q
′,S,⊥ and QS,⊥, respectively, then by Theorem 5.4, QS,⊥ is a
quasi (n + 1)-Fano algebra. By [29], Q
′,S,⊥ is a quasi (n + 1)-Fano algebra, too,
and thus Γ is a subalgebra of the quasi (n + 1)-Fano algebra Γ
′,S , by Proposition
3.1. Since Z⋄Q̂ contains no cyclic, by Lemma 3.2 of [19], Γ
′,S is an (n+ 1)-inﬁnite
acyclic dual extendible (n+ 1)-translation algebra. 
So by Theorem 5.10, we get a sequence of higher quasi Fano algebras
Γ = Γ(n) ⊂ Γ = Γ(n+ 1) ⊂ · · ·
when one n-inﬁnite dual τ -slice algebra Γ is given.
Remark. Assume k is an algebraically closed ﬁeld of characteristic 0 and V an
(n+ 1)-dimensional vector space over k. Let ∧V and k[V ] be the exterior algebra
and symmetric algebra of V over k, respectively. ∧V is a stable n-translation
algebra which is Koszul and k[V ] is its quadratic dual. The dual τ -slice algebra of
∧V is the classical Berlinson algebra and is quasi n-Fano algebra. Let G be a ﬁnite
subgroup of GL(V ). Then ∧V ∗ G is Morita equivalent to a stable n-translation
algebra Λ˜(G) with the McKay quiver Q(G) of G as its n-translation quiver, and
k[V ] ∗ G is the quadratic dual of ∧V ∗ G ([17]). Call Λ˜(G) the basic self-injective
algebra associated to the McKay quiver Q(G). The dual τ -slice algebras of Λ˜(G)
provide a family of graded coherent quasi n-Fano algebras, since the quadratic dual
Γ˜(G) of Λ˜(G) is Noetherian.
Example. Let k = C, and let V = C2 be the two dimensional vector space. For
the dihedral group G = D4 ⊂ SL(C2), we know that Λ˜(G) has the McKay quiver
the double quiver Q(G) of D˜4 as its quiver
2
◦
β2
3
◦
β3ww1◦
α2
RR
α5
ww
α3
77
α4

5
◦
β5
77
4
◦
β4
RR
(13)
denote the arrow from 1 to i by αi and arrow from i to 1 by βi, the relation set is
{βiαi + β2α2|i = 3, 4, 5} ∪ {αiβj |i 6= j, 2 ≤ i, j ≤ 5}. The quadratic dual Γ˜(G) of
Λ˜(G) is an AS-regular algebra of dimension n + 1. There are two non-isomorphic
(dual) τ -slice algebras given by the quivers
(2,0)
◦
❁
❁❁
❁❁
❁❁
❁❁
(2,1)
◦
(3,0)
◦
&&◆◆
◆◆
(3,1)
◦
◦(1, 1) (1, 0)◦
❁
❁❁
❁❁
❁❁ &&◆◆
◆
88♣♣♣♣
AA✂✂✂✂✂✂✂✂✂
(4,0)
◦
88♣♣♣ (4,1)
◦
(5,0)
◦
AA✂✂✂✂✂✂✂
(5,1)
◦
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both are the indecomposable components of the Berlinson algebras of Λ˜(G) (or
Γ˜(G), and both are hereditary algebras. With τ -mutations, one obtain other τ -
slice algebras and dual τ -slice algebras from these two.
◦ ◦ ◦
◦
%%▲▲
▲ ◦ ◦
◦
BB✆✆✆✆✆
◦
BB✆✆✆✆✆ 99rrr
◦
%%▲▲
▲
99rrr
BB✆✆✆✆✆
◦
99rrr
◦
99rrr
◦
◦
BB✆✆✆✆✆
◦
BB✆✆✆✆✆
◦
BB✆✆✆✆✆
The τ -slice algebras have zero relations for each path of length 2. All the dual
τ -slice algebras are hereditary and have no relation and they are quasi 1-Fano.
With an embedding of V in to V ⊕ C = V ′, we have an embedding G ≃ G′ ⊂
SL(V ′) = SL3(C) with the trivial action on some new basic element. The McKay
quiver Q(G′) of G′ is the returning arrow quiver of the McKay quiver of G (see
[12]). In this case, the new skew group algebra k[V ′]∗G′ ≃ (k[V ]∗G)[x], the central
extension of k[V ] ∗G. Γ˜(G′) is also obtain as the quadratic dual of a twisted trivial
extension of Λ˜(G) (see [19]). The dual τ -slice algebras of Λ˜(G′) gives the extension
of the quasi n-Fano algebras obtained above.
The returning arrow quiver Q(G′) of (13) is
2
◦

γ2
 3
◦
ww
γ3

1
◦
γ1

RR
ww
77

5
◦
γ5

77
4
◦
γ4

RR
(14)
with relations as described in [19]. The special τ -slice QS is
(2,0)
◦
✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
// (2,1)◦
✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
// (2,2)◦
(3,0)
◦
$$❏❏
❏❏
// (3,1)◦
$$❏❏
❏❏
// (3,2)◦
(1,0)
◦
✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
$$❏❏
❏❏
::tttt
CC✞✞✞✞✞✞✞
// (1,1)◦
✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
$$❏❏
❏❏
::tttt
CC✞✞✞✞✞✞✞
// (1,2)◦
(4,0)
◦
::tttt
// (4,1)◦
::tttt
// (4,2)◦
(5,0)
◦
CC✞✞✞✞✞✞✞
// (5,1)◦
CC✞✞✞✞✞✞✞
// (5,2)◦
write α(i,t) for the arrow from (1, t) to (i, t + 1), β(i,t) for the arrow from (i, t) to
(1, t+1) for 2 ≤ i ≤ 5, and γ(i,t) for the arrow from (i, t) to (i, t+1) for 2 ≤ i ≤ 5,
this is a quasi 2-Fano algebra with relations
{
∑4
i=1 β(i,1)α(i,0)} ∪ {γ(1,t+1)β(i,t) + β(i,t)γ(i,t)|2 ≤ i ≤ 5, t = 0, 1}
∪{α(i,1)β(i,0)|2 ≤ i ≤ 4} ∪ {γ(i,t+1)α(i,t) + α(i,t)γ(1,t)|2 ≤ i ≤ 5, t = 0, 1}.
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The other 14 non-isomorphic τ -slices are
◦
✸
✸✸
✸
// ◦
✸
✸✸
✸
// ◦
✸
✸✸
✸ ◦
✸
✸✸
✸
// ◦
✻
✻✻
✻✻
// ◦ ◦
✸
✸✸
✸
// ◦
✸
✸✸
✸
// ◦ ◦
✸
✸✸
✸
// ◦
✸
✸✸
✸
// ◦ ◦
✸
✸✸
✸
// ◦ // ◦
◦
""❊❊
// ◦
""❊❊
// ◦
""❊❊
◦
""❊❊
// ◦
$$■
■ // ◦ ◦ ""❊❊
// ◦
""❊❊
// ◦ ◦
""❊❊
// ◦ // ◦ ◦
""❊❊
// ◦ // ◦
◦
✸
✸✸
✸ ""❊❊
<<②②
EE☛☛☛☛ // ◦ // ◦ ◦
✸
✸✸
✸ ""❊❊
<<②②
EE☛☛☛☛ // ◦
✻
✻✻
✻✻ $$■
■
::✉✉
DD✟✟✟✟✟ // ◦
✻
✻✻
✻✻
◦
✸
✸✸
✸ ""❊❊
<<②②
EE☛☛☛☛ // ◦
✸
✸✸
✸ ""❊❊
<<②②
EE☛☛☛☛ // ◦
✸
✸✸
✸ ""❊❊
◦
✸
✸✸
✸ ""❊❊
<<②②
EE☛☛☛☛ // ◦
✸
✸✸
✸ ""❊❊
<<②②
EE☛☛☛☛ // ◦
✸
✸✸
✸ ""❊❊
<<②②
◦
✸
✸✸
✸ ""❊❊
<<②②
EE☛☛☛☛ // ◦
✸
✸✸
✸ ""❊❊
<<②②
EE☛☛☛☛ // ◦
✸
✸✸
✸ ""❊❊
<<②②
EE☛☛☛☛ //
◦
<<②② // ◦
<<②② // ◦
<<②②
◦
<<②② // ◦
::✉✉ // ◦ ◦
<<②② // ◦ // ◦ ◦
<<②② // ◦ // ◦ ◦
<<②② // ◦ // ◦
◦
EE☛☛☛☛ // ◦
EE☛☛☛☛ // ◦
EE☛☛☛☛
◦
DD✟✟✟✟✟ // ◦◦ // ◦
EE☛☛☛☛ // ◦ // ◦ ◦
EE☛☛☛☛ // ◦ // ◦ ◦
EE☛☛☛☛ // ◦ // ◦
◦
✸
✸✸
✸
// ◦
✸
✸✸
✸
// ◦
✸
✸✸
✸ ◦
✸
✸✸
✸
// ◦
✻
✻✻
✻✻
// ◦
✻
✻✻
✻✻
◦
✸
✸✸
✸
// ◦
✸
✸✸
✸
// ◦
✸
✸✸
✸ ◦
✸
✸✸
✸
// ◦
✸
✸✸
✸
// ◦
✸
✸✸
✸ ◦
✸
✸✸
✸
// ◦
✸
✸✸
✸
// ◦
◦
""❊❊
// ◦
""❊❊
// ◦
""❊❊
◦
""❊❊
// ◦
$$■
■ // ◦
$$■
■ ◦ ""❊❊
// ◦
""❊❊
// ◦
""❊❊
◦
""❊❊
// ◦ //
""❊❊
◦ ◦
""❊❊
// ◦
""❊❊
// ◦
◦
✸
✸✸
✸ ""❊❊
<<②②
EE☛☛☛☛ // ◦
✸
✸✸
✸
// ◦ ◦
✻
✻✻
✻✻ $$■
■
::✉✉
DD✟✟✟✟✟ // ◦
✻
✻✻
✻✻
// ◦
✸
✸✸
✸ ◦
✸
✸✸
✸ ""❊❊
<<②②
EE☛☛☛☛ // ◦
✸
✸✸
✸ ""❊❊
// ◦ ◦
✸
✸✸
✸ ""❊❊
<<②②
EE☛☛☛☛ // ◦
✸
✸✸
✸ ""❊❊
<<②② // ◦ ◦
✸
✸✸
✸ ""❊❊
<<②②
EE☛☛☛☛ // ◦
✸
✸✸
✸ ""❊❊
// ◦
✸
✸✸
✸ ""❊❊
◦
<<②② // ◦
<<②② // ◦
<<②②
◦
<<②② // ◦
::✉✉ // ◦
::✉✉
◦
<<②② // ◦
<<②② // ◦ ◦
<<②② // ◦ //
<<②②
◦ ◦ // ◦ // ◦
◦
EE☛☛☛☛ // ◦
EE☛☛☛☛ // ◦ ◦ //
DD✟✟✟✟✟
◦ // ◦ ◦
EE☛☛☛☛ // ◦ //
EE☛☛☛☛
◦ ◦
EE☛☛☛☛ // ◦
EE☛☛☛☛ // ◦ ◦ // ◦ // ◦
◦
✸
✸✸
✸
// ◦
✸
✸✸
✸
// ◦
✸
✸✸
✸ ◦
✻
✻✻
✻✻
// ◦
✻
✻✻
✻✻
// ◦
✸
✸✸
✸ ◦
✸
✸✸
✸
// ◦
✸
✸✸
✸
// ◦
✸
✸✸
✸ ◦
✸
✸✸
✸
// ◦
✸
✸✸
✸
// ◦
✸
✸✸
✸
◦
""❊❊
// ◦
""❊❊
// ◦
""❊❊
◦
$$■
■ // ◦ ""❊❊
// ◦ ◦
""❊❊
// ◦
""❊❊
// ◦ ◦ //
""❊❊
◦ // ◦
◦
✸
✸✸
✸ ""❊❊
<<②②
EE☛☛☛☛ // ◦
✸
✸✸
✸ ""❊❊
// ◦
✸
✸✸
✸ ◦
✻
✻✻
✻✻ $$■
■
::✉✉
DD✟✟✟✟✟ // ◦
✸
✸✸
✸ ""❊❊
<<②② // ◦
✸
✸✸
✸ ◦
✸
✸✸
✸ ""❊❊
<<②②
EE☛☛☛☛ // ◦
✸
✸✸
✸
<<②②
""❊❊
// ◦
✸
✸✸
✸ ""❊❊
◦
✸
✸✸
✸ ""❊❊
<<②②
EE☛☛☛☛ // ◦
✸
✸✸
✸ ""❊❊
<<②② // ◦
✸
✸✸
✸ ""❊❊
<<②②
◦
<<②② // ◦
<<②② // ◦ ◦
::✉✉ // ◦
<<②② // ◦ ◦
<<②② // ◦ // ◦ ◦ //
<<②②
◦ // ◦
◦
EE☛☛☛☛ // ◦ // ◦ ◦ //
EE☛☛☛☛
◦ // ◦ ◦ //
EE☛☛☛☛
◦ // ◦ ◦
EE☛☛☛☛ // ◦ // ◦
These are also the bound quiver of the 2-APR tilting and co-tilting algebras of the
dual τ -slice algebra.
6. n-almost split sequence and truncation of Z|nQ
One important feature of the n-translation algebra is that it induces n-almost
split sequences via Koszul complexes. Now we study τn-closures of the dual τ -slice
algebra, we relate its Auslander-Reiten quiver and the quiver Z|nQ.
Let Q = (Q0, Q1, ρ) be an acyclic n-translation quiver with n-translation τ such
that Λ ≃ kQ/(ρ) is n-translation algebra. Let Γ be the quadratic dual of Λ with
bound quiver Q
⊥
= (Q0, Q1, ρ
⊥) and let Γ be the dual τ -slice algebra with bound
quiver Q⊥ = (Q0, Q1, ρ
⊥) and Q = (Q0, Q1, ρ) a complete τ -slice of Q.
Let G = add (Γ) be the category of ﬁnite generated projective Γ-modules and
let L = add (Λ) be the category of ﬁnite generated projective Λ-modules. Since
Q is acyclic, G and L are Hom-ﬁnite Krull-Schmidt. Denote by {ei|i ∈ Q0} the
complete set of primitive orthogonal idempotents, – when no confusion occurs, we
will use the same notation for the primitive orthogonal idempotents in Λ and in Γ.
We are interested in the modules of dual τ -slice algebra.
Let Q = (Q0, Q1, ρ) be an complete τ -slice of Q, Q is acyclic. Let Γ be the dual
τ -slice algebra with acyclic bound quiver Q = (Q0, Q1, ρ
⊥), and let Λ be the τ -slice
algebra. We will use the same notation ej , j ∈ Q0 for the primitive orthogonal
idempotents for Λ and Γ.
Lemma 6.1. Γ is of global dimension ≤ n.
Proof. Let e =
∑
j∈Q0
ej , then Γ ≃ eΓe = End ΓΓe. Note that for each i ∈ Q0 ⊂
Q0, we have a n-almost split sequence
Mn+1 = Γeτ i
g
−→ · · · −→Mt −→ · · · −→M0 = Γei
with Mt =
⊕
(j,t)∈Hi,0
(Γej)
µi(j,t) for 0 ≤ t ≤ n. This is the ﬁrst n+ 2 term of the
projective resolution of the simple Γ-module Γ0ei. Since τi 6∈ Q0 and Q is acyclic,
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HomG(Γej,Γeτi) = 0 for all j ∈ Q0. Apply HomΓ(Γe, ), we get exact sequence
0→ Nn −→ · · · −→ Nt −→ · · · −→ N0 = Γei −→ Γ0ei → 0
with Nt =
⊕
(j,t)∈Hi,0
(Γej)
µi(j,t) for 0 ≤ t ≤ n. This is the projective resolution of
simple Γ-module Γ0ei.
This proves that gl.dimΓ ≤ n. 
Let ind C be the set of iso-classes of indecomposable objects in C, we have
indG = {Γei|i ∈ Q0}, and indL = {Λei|i ∈ Q0}.
Lemma 6.2. Assume that Λ is (n+ 1, q)-Koszul algebra, and let G′ be a full sub-
category of G such that objects appearing in ξi in (3) are all in G′. Then ξi in (3)
is an n-almost split sequence in G′ if and only if HomG(X,Γeτ−1i)q = 0 for any
X ∈ G′.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 7.1 in [15]. 
Corollary 6.3. Assume that Λ is (n+ 1, q)-Koszul algebra and let G′ be a subcat-
egory of G such that objects appearing in ξi in (3) are all in G
′. Then ξi in (3) is
an n-almost split sequence in G′ if and only if for any j ∈ Q0, Γej is not an object
of G′ whenever there is a bound path of length q from j to τ−1i.
For the full subcategory G′ = add {Γej|j ∈ Q′0} of G, with some convex full
sub-quiver Q′ of Q, the following corollary follows from Corollary 6.3.
Corollary 6.4. Assume that Λ is (n+1, q)-Koszul algebra and let G′ = add {Γej|j ∈
Q
′
0} be a full subcategory of G for some convex full sub-quiver Q
′ of Q. Then G′
has n-almost split sequence if and only if for any i ∈ Q
′
with τi ∈ Q
′
0, if there is a
bound path of length q from j to i, then Γej is not an object of G′.
Let P(Q
⊥
) be the quotient category of path categoryP(Q) of Qmodulo the ideal
generated by the relations in ρ⊥. Then we have an isomorphism G ≃ P(Q
⊥
). Q
⊥,op
is the Auslander-Reiten quiver of G, with the indecomposable projective Γ-modules
{Γej |j ∈ Q0} as vertices, and representatives of a basis of JG(Γei,Γej)/JG(Γei,Γej)
as arrows. Using Lemma 6.4 of [25] and Proposition 3.6 of [8], we see that the
relations are determined by the ﬁrst two maps in the source sequences or by the
last two maps in the sink sequences in G.
Let Q′ be a full sub-quiver of Q, a complete τ -slice QS of Q in Q′ is called a
starting slice of Q′ if there is an arrow from i to j with j ∈ QS0 , then i ∈ Q
S
0 . An
ending slice of Q′ is deﬁned dually.
Lemma 6.5. Let C be a Hom-finite Krull-Schmidt k-category such that EndCX/JEndCX ≃
k for each indecomposable object X in C. If there is a correspondence F from the
objects of C to the objects of G satisfies the conditions
(1). If X ∈ ind (C), F (X) = Γei for some i ∈ Q0.
(2). The full sub-quiver Q = QC of Q with vertex set
QC,0 = {i ∈ Q0|Γei ≃ F (X) for some X ∈ ind (C)}
is a convex sub-quiver of Q containing a complete τ-slice Q′ as its starting
slice. (resp. ending slice).
Let G(C) = add {Γej |j ∈ Q0} and G′ = add {Γej |j ∈ Q′0}.
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(3). If FX,FY ∈ G′, then HomC(X,Y ) ≃ HomG(FX,FY ).
(4). Mn+1 −→ · · · −→Mt −→ · · · −→M0 is a sink sequence in C if and only if
F (Mn+1) −→ · · · −→ F (Mt) −→ · · · −→ F (M0) is a sink sequence (resp.
source sequence) in G.
Then F defines an equivalence of C with the full subcategory G(C) of G.
In fact, C is equivalent to the bound path category of the full bound sub-quiver
QC of Q.
Proof. Note that C is Krull-Schmidt Hom-ﬁnite, we have EndCM is ﬁnite dimen-
sional. Since EndCX/JEndCX ≃ k for an indecomposable objects X , we have
EndCM/JEndCM ≃ k
s for a basic object X in C.
Since QC is convex, and for any i, j ∈ QC,0, any path from i to j in Q is also a
path in QC , thus the relation
ρC
⊥ = {ejxei|x ∈ ρ
⊥, i, j ∈ QC,0}
can be regard as a subset of ρ⊥. So the full subcategory G(C) = add {Γej|j ∈ QC,0}
is the bound path category given by the bound quiver QC = (QC,0, QC,1, ρC
⊥),
with G′ a full subcategory. By (3), F induces an equivalent functor from the full
subcategory C′ = add {X |F (X) = Γej, j ∈ Q′0} of C and G
′, which is the bound
path category given by the quiver Q′
⊥
. Take G as the quasi inverse of F from
G′ to C′ which leads to a functor Ĝ from the path category P(Q′) to C′ sending
vertices to the indecomposables and arrows to the representatives of a basis of
JC(X,Y )/J
2
C(X,Y ) with kernel the ideal generated by ρ
′⊥.
We consider the case that Q′ is the starting slice of Q, the other case is prove
dually. Since Q′ is a starting slice of Q, for each indecomposable X in C, we
have that F (X) ≃ Γeτ−tj for j ∈ Q
′
0 and some t ≥ 0, by (1). Deﬁne QC(0) =
Q′ and deﬁne QC(r) inductively as the full sub-quiver of QC with the vertex set
QC,0(r) = QC,0(r − 1) ∪ {i = τ−j|j ∈ QC,0(r − 1), i− ⊂ QC,0(r − 1)}. Clearly, each
QC(r) is convex. Let G(r) = add {Γej |j ∈ QC,0(r)} and C(r) = add {X |F (X) ≃
Γej, j ∈ QC,0(r)}. G(r) is the bound path category of the bound quiver QC(r) =
(QC(r), QC(r), ρ
⊥
C (r)).
Inductively, assume that Ĝ(j) = Xj is deﬁned for the path categoryP(QC(r−1))
of the quiver Q(r− 1), which induces functor G from G(r− 1) to C(r− 1) such that
HomG(Γej ,Γej′) = HomC(G(Γej), G(Γej′)) = HomC(Xj , Xj′ )
for Γej ,Γej′ in G(r − 1).
For each i = τ−rj′′ in QC,0(r), we have Γeτ−r+1j′′ ∈ G(r − 1) since Q
′ is a
complete τ -slice and Q is convex. So by (4), there is a sink sequence
Xτ−r+1j′′ −→ · · · −→
⊕
(j′,2)∈Hi
X
µi(j
′,2)
j′
g
−→
⊕
(j′,1)∈Hi
X
µi(j
′,1)
j′
f
−→ Xi
in C with all terms except the last one are in C(r − 1) and
Γeτ−r+1j′′ −→ · · · −→
⊕
(j′,2)∈Hi
(Γej′)
µi(j
′,2) F (g)−→
⊕
(j′,1)∈Hi
(Γej′)
µi(j
′,1) F (f)−→ Γei
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a sink sequence in G, it is in fact an n-almost split sequence in G. Thus by (4), we
have an exact sequence
0 −→ HomC(X,Xτ−r+1j′′ ) −→ · · · −→
⊕
(j′,t)∈Hi
HomC(X,Xj′)
µi(j
′t) −→ · · ·
−→
⊕
(j′,2)∈Hi
HomC(X,Xj′)
µi(j
′2) −→
⊕
(j′,1)∈Hi
HomC(X,Xj′)
µi(j
′1)
−→ JC(X,Xτ−lj) −→ 0
(15)
for any X ∈ C.
Now take X = Xj for vertex j with (j, 1) ∈ Hi in (15), we get exact se-
quence 0 −→ HomC(Xj , Xj)µi(j,1)
f∗
−→ JC(Xj , Xi) −→ 0, and HomP(Q(l))(j, i) ≃
HomC(Γej ,Γei) ≃ HomC(Xj , Xi) ≃ JC(Xj , Xi) ≃ JC(Xj , Xi)/J2C(Xj , Xi). Set
Ĝ(i) = Xi. This shows that dim kJC(Xj , Xi)/J
2
C(Xj , Xi) is exactly the number
of the arrows from j to i, the images α1(ji), . . . , αµi(j,1)(ji) of the standard basis
of HomC(Xj , Xj)
µi(j,1) under f∗ forms a basis of JC(Xj , Xi)/J
2
C(Xj , Xi) and f =
(α1(ji), . . . , αµi(j,1)(ji)). By Lemma 6.4 of [25] and Proposition 3.5 of [8], Ĝ is ex-
tended to a functor from the path category P(Q(r)) to C(r) = add {Ĝ(j)|j ∈ Q(r)}
sending the arrows from j to i to a basis of JC(Xj , Xi).
Now take X = Xj for vertex j with (j, 2) ∈ Hi in (15), we get exact sequence
0 −→ HomC(Xj ,X
µi(j,2)
j )
g∗
−→
⊕
HomC(Xj ,Xj′ )
µi(j
′,1) f
∗
−→ JC(Xj , Xi) −→ 0
↓≃ ↓≃ ↓
0 −→ HomG(Γej , (Γej)
µi(j,2))
F (g)∗
−→
⊕
HomC(Γej ,Γej′)
µi(j
′,1) F (f)
∗
−→ JC(Γej ,Γei) −→ 0.
Comparing the image of f∗g∗ and F (f)∗F (g)∗, it follows from Lemma 6.4 of [25]
and Proposition 3.6 of [8] that the kernel of Ĝ is generated by ρ⊥C (r), the same as
for the bound quiver category G(r). Thus both G(r) and C(r) are quotient category
of the path category P(QC(r)) modulo the ideal generated by the same relations,
so they are isomorphic. Especially, we have that HomC(Xi, Xj) ≃ HomG(Γei,Γej)
if F (Xi) = Γei, F (Xj) = Γej, for any i, j ∈ QC(r).
This proves that F induces an equivalence between G(C) and C, by induction. 
Now we show that the Auslander-Reite quiver of the subcategory of certain Γ-
modules is some truncation of Q
⊥
.
Set Q
+
and Q
−
to be the full sub-quiver of Q with the vertex sets Q
+
0 = {τ
ti|i ∈
Q0, t ∈ Z, t > 0} and Q
−
0 = {τ
−ti|i ∈ Q0, t ∈ Z, t ≥ 0}, respectively. Write add (Γ)
(resp. add (Λ)) for the category of ﬁnite generated projective Γ-modules (resp.
Λ-modules). Then
ind add (Γ) = {Γei|i ∈ Q0}, and ind add (Λ) = {Λei|i ∈ Q0}.
Let Γ be a ﬁnite dimensional algebra, the n-Auslander-Reiten translations of Γ
modules are introduced by Iyama (see [23, 24]),
τn = DTrΩ
n−1, and τ−n = TrDΩ
1−n,
with the convention that τ0n = τ
−0
n = 1). Denote by Z
+ the set of nonnegative
integers. Let
M+ =M+(Γ) = add {τ tnDΓ|t ∈ Z
+},
M− =M−(Γ) = add {τ−tn Γ|t ∈ Z
+},
respectively and call them the τn-closure ofDΓ and the τ
−
n -closure of Γ, respectively.
Γ is called τn-finite if indM
+ or indM− is ﬁnite. Write
G+ = add {Γei|i ∈ Q
+
0 }, and G
− = add {Γei|i ∈ Q
−
0 }.
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Note thatM− andM+ are both hom-ﬁnite Krull-Schmidt, and indecomposables
have the form τ−tn Γei and τ
t
nDΓei, respectively, for t ∈ Z
+ and i ∈ Q0. Especially,
EndM±X ≃ k for any indecomposable objects X in M
±. Thus
Θ− : τ−tn Γei → Γeτ−ti and
Θ+ : τ tnD(eiΓ)→ Γeτ t+1i
(16)
assign objects from M− to G− and from M+ to G+, respectively. Let Q =
(Q0, Q1, ρ) be a complete τ -slice of Q, and let e =
∑
j∈Q0
ej , set Γ ≃ eΓe. Since
Q is acyclic, we can order the vertices in such a way that if there is a path from i
to j in Q, then i ≤ j for any i, j ∈ Q0, and if Q0 = {j1 < · · · < jl}, then jt is a
source in σ+jt−1 · · ·σ
+
j1
Q. Order the set Z+×Q0 in such a way that (m, j) < (m′, j′)
if m < m′, or m = m′ and j < j′.
For m ≥ 0, let
M−m = add {τ
−t
n Γ|0 ≤ t ≤ m} and G
−
m = add {Γeτ−tj |j ∈ Q0, 0 ≤ t ≤ m}
M+m = add {τ
t−1
n DΓ|1 ≤ t ≤ m} and G
+
m = add {Γeτ tj |j ∈ Q0, 1 ≤ t ≤ m}.
For each j ∈ Q0, let
M−m,j = add {τ
−t
n Γ|0 ≤ t ≤ m} ∪ {τ
−m−1
n Γei|i ≤ j} and
G−m,j = add {Γeτ−ti|i ∈ Q0, 0 ≤ t ≤ m} ∪ {Γeτ−m−1i|i ∈ Q0, i ≤ j};
M+m,j = add {τ
t
nDΓ|0 ≤ t ≤ m− 1} ∪ {τ
m
n Γei|i ≤ j} and
G+m,j = add {Γeτ ti|i ∈ Q0, 1 ≤ t ≤ m} ∪ {Γeτm+1i|i ∈ Q0, i ≤ j}.
Lemma 6.6. Assume that X,Y are indecomposable in M− such that X ∈ M−m,j
and Y 6∈ M−m,j, then HomM(Y,X) = 0.
Proof. We may assume that X = τ−m
′
n Γej′ , Y = τ
−m′′
n Γej′′ with (m
′′, j′′) >
(m′, j′). We have that
HomM(τ
−m′′
n Γej′′ , τ
−m′
n Γej′) = 0
follows from (b). of Proposition 2.3, [20] for the case m′′ > m′, and follows from
our order on the vertices for the case m′′ = m′ and j′′ > j′. 
Clearly, M0 and G0 are isomorphic since both are isomorphic to the quotient
category P(Q⊥) of path category given by the quiver modulo the ideal given by
relation ρ⊥.
Theorem 6.7. There is a fully faithful functor Θ− fromM− to G− with the inverse
Φ− = HomG(
⊕
i∈Q0
Γ,−) such that
τ−Θ− ≃ Θ−τ−n , and Φ
−τ− ≃ τ−n Φ
−.
Proof. One see easily that
Θ−(τ−mn Γej)→ Γeτ−mj
deﬁnes a correspondence from the objects of M− to the objects of G−, satisfying
τ−Θ− ≃ Θ−τ−n . Q is a starting slice of Q
−
, and we have
HomM−0
(Γej ,Γeh) = HomΓ(Γej ,Γeh) ≃ ehΓej ≃ eheΓeej
= ehΓej ≃ HomG(Γej ,Γeh) = HomG−0
(Γej ,Γeh).
Thus Θ− restricts to a functor on M−0 , and Φ
− = HomG(
⊕
i∈Q0
Γei,−) is clearly
inverse of Θ− from G−0 to M
−
0 .
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Assume that for an indecomposable object τ−tn Γei in M
−
m,j such that τ
−t+1
n Γei
in M−m,j, we have a correspondence between the sink sequences ending at τ
t
nΓei in
M and the sink sequences ending at Θ−(τ tnΓei) = Γeτ ti in G. Assume Θ induces
isomorphism between M−m,j and G
−
m,j , and τ
−Θ− ≃ Θ−τ−n , Φ
−τ− ≃ τ−n Φ
− hold.
If j is maximal inQ0, letm
′ = m+1 and j′ be the minimal vertex inQ0, otherwise
let m′ = m and j′ be the minimal vertex > j in Q0. Thus M
−
m′,j′ = add (M
−
m,j ∪
{τ−m
′
n Γej′}) and G
−
m′,j′ = add (G
−
m,j ∪ {Γeτ−m′j′}). We have Θ
−(τ−m
′
n Γej′) =
Γeτ−m′j′ .
We have an n-almost split sequence
0 −→ τ−m
′+1
n Γej′ −→ · · · −→ Xt −→ · · · −→ τ
−m′
n Γej′ −→ 0 (17)
of Γ modules if τ−m
′+1
n Γej′ is not injective. Clearly, this is a sink sequence ending
at τ−m
′
n Γei. By our order on Q0, all the terms except the last one are in M
−
m,j ,
and the sequence
τ−m
′+1
n Γej′ −→ · · · −→ Xt −→ · · · −→ X1 (18)
is a source sequence in M−m,j.
By Proposition 2.3, we have a Koszul complex
Γeτ−m′+1j′ −→ · · · −→ Yt −→ · · · −→ Γeτ−m′j′ , (19)
with Yt ≃
⊕
(j,t)∈H
τ−m
′
j′,0
(Γej)
µ
τ−m
′
j′
(j,t)
. Since M−m,j and G
−
m,j are equivalent,
Γeτ−m′+1j′ −→ · · · −→ Yt −→ · · · −→ Y1 (20)
is the unique source sequence of Γeτ−m′+1j′ in G
−
m,j . Since Θ
− is an equiva-
lence, (20) is the image of (18) under Θ−. Thus we have Θ(Xt) ≃ Yt, and
Xt ≃
⊕
(j,t)∈H
τ−m
′
j′ ,0
(τ
−m(j,t)
n Γej(j,t))
µ
τ−m
′
j′
(j,t)
, where for (j, t) ∈ Hτ−m′j′,0, j =
τ−m(j,t)j(j, t) for j(j, t) ∈ Q0 and m(j, t) ≥ 0. So (19) is the image of (17) under
Θ−. Clearly, (19) is also a sink sequence in G−(m,j) since it is sink sequence in G.
So we see that (17) is a sink sequence in M−(m,j) if and only if its image (19) is
a sink sequence in G−(m,j), by induction.
This shows thatM−(m,j) and G
−
(m,j) are equivalent under Θ
−, by Lemma 6.5. 
We see from the proof the following fact: if Γ is (n+1, q) Koszul, and there is a
bound path of length q from j to τ−m
′+1j′ in Q, then Γej is not an object of G−,
by Lemma 6.4.
Dually, we have
Theorem 6.8. The functor Θ+ is a fully faithful from M+ to G+ with the partial
inverse Φ+ = HomG(−,
⊕
i∈Q0
DΓei) such that
τΘ+ ≃ Θ+τn, and Φ
+τ ≃ τnΦ
+.
Note that if Γ is the quadratic dual of an extendible acyclic (n− 1)-translation
algebra Λ with (n − 1)-translation quiver Q, then Q is a τ -slice of Z|n−1Q, and
Γ is a dual τ -slice algebra of Λ ≃ ∆Λ#kZ∗ with n-translation quiver Z|n−1Q.
As corollary of the above two theorems, we have the following theorem about the
Auslander-Reiten quiver of the τn-closures of Γ.
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Theorem 6.9. Let Λ be an extendible acyclic (n−1)-translation algebra with (n−1)-
translation quiver Q, and let Γ be its quadratic dual. Then the Auslander-Reiten
quiver of M+(Γ) and M−(Γ) are truncations of the quiver Z|n−1Q⊥.
7. Derived category and Z|nQ
By Theorem 6.7 and Theorem 6.8, there are functors Θ+ : M+ → G and Θ− :
M− → G for the τn-closuresM
− of Γ and M+ of DΓ, respectively, in the module
category of Γ. Now we consider a version of such functors in derived category.
Let Γ be a ﬁnite-dimensional algebra of global dimension ≤ n given by a bound
quiver Q⊥ = (Q0, Q1, ρ
⊥), and let
ν = D ◦RHomΓ(−,Γ) ≃ DΓ⊗LΓ − : D
b(Γ)→ Db(Γ)
ν− = RHomΓ(D−,Γ) ≃ RHomΓ(DΓ,−) : Db(Γ)→ Db(Γ)
(21)
be the Nakayama functors of Db(Γ). They are quasi-inverse each other. The
Nakayama functor is Serre functor and satisﬁes the functorial isomorphism (see
[21, 6])
HomDb(Γ)(X,Y ) ≃ DHomDb(Γ)(Y, νX).
Let νn = ν[−n] : Db(Γ) → Db(Γ), it is an auto-equivalence of Db(Γ). Regard
modΓ as a subcategory of Db(Γ) with objects concentrated in degree zero , then
(see [25])
τn = H
0(νn−), τ
−
n = H
0(ν−1n −),
and
HomDb(Γ)(X,Y [n]) ≃ DHomDb(Γ)(Y, νnX).
For each indecomposable projective Γ-module Γei, we have
νn(Γei) = D ◦ RHomΓ(Γei[−n],Γ)
≃ DHomΓ(Γei,Γ[n]) ≃ D(eiΓ[n])
≃ D(eiΓ)[−n], and
ν−nD(eiΓ) = Γei[n].
Let
U = U(Γ) = add {νtnΓ|n ∈ Z}.
Let
U−0 = add {ν
t
nΓej |j ∈ Q0, t ≤ 0 and τ
t
nΓej 6= 0}
U+0 = add {ν
t
nDΓej[−n]|j ∈ Q0, t ≥ 0 and τ
t−1
n DejΓ 6= 0},
and let
U0 = add {ν
t
nΓej|j ∈ Q0, t ≤ 0 and τ
t
nΓej 6= 0, or t > 0 τ
t−1
n DeτjΓ 6= 0},
the indecomposable objects in U0 are either in U
+
0 or in U
−
0 . If Γ is not τn-ﬁnite,
we have U = U0.
We will need the following conditions.
Condition 7.1. (1). For any i, j ∈ Q0 and s, t ≥ 0 such that ν−sΓei, ν−tΓej
are in U−,
HomU−0
(ν−sΓei, ν
−tΓej) ≃ HomΓ(τ
−s
n Γei, τ
−t
n Γej).
(2). For any i, j ∈ Q0 and s, t ≥ 0 such that νsΓei, νtΓej are in U+,
HomU+0
(νsΓei, ν
tΓej) ≃ HomΓ(τ
s−1
n DΓei, τ
t−1
n DΓej).
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Let Q = (Q0, Q1, ρ) be a acyclic n-translation quiver with n-translation τ such
that Λ ≃ kQ/(ρ) is n-translation algebra. Let Γ be the quadratic dual of Λ with
bound quiver Q
⊥
= (Q0, Q1, ρ
⊥) and let Γ be the dual τ -slice algebra with bound
quiver Q⊥ = (Q0, Q1, ρ
⊥) a complete τ -slice in Q
⊥
.
Lemma 7.2. Assume that Γ is not τn-finite.
If U satisfies (1). of Condition 7.1, then for each indecomposable X in U , there
is a source sequence starting at X.
If U satisfies (2). of Condition 7.1, then for each indecomposable Y in U , there
is a sink sequence ending at Y .
If U satisfies both (1). and (2). of Condition 7.1, then U has n-almost split
sequences.
Proof. We prove the ﬁrst assertion, the second one follows from the duality and the
third follows from the ﬁrst two assertions.
For each indecomposable objects X in U , there is an integer r and i ∈ Q0 such
X = νrnΓei. We have an n-almost split sequence
Mn+1 = eiΓ→Mn → · · · →M1 →M0 = τ
−1
n eiΓ
in modΓ. We have that for each j ∈ Q0 and each t = 0, 1, . . . , n + 1, there are
integers r(t, j) ≥ 0 such that
Mt ≃
⊕
(τ−r(t,j)n Γej)
s(t,j),
by Theorem 6.8. Take M ′t =
⊕
(ν
−r(t,j)
n Γej)
s(t,j) for t = 0, 1, . . . , n+ 1.
Now let Nt =
⊕
(ν
−r(t,j)+r
n Γej)
s(t,j) for t = 0, 1, . . . , n+1, then X = Nn+1, and
we have a sequence
X = Nn+1 = ν
rΓei → Nn → · · · → N1 → N0 = ν
r+1Γei (22)
in Db(Γ) with each term in U . For each indecomposable objects Z ∈ U , Z = νhnΓej′
for some h ∈ Z, j′ ∈ Q0. Let Z ′ = νh−rn Γej′ and Z
′′ = τh−rn Γej′ , then we have
→ · · · → HomU(Nn−1, Z) → HomU (Nn, Z) → HomU (X,Z)
↓≃ ↓≃ ↓≃
→ · · · → HomU (M ′n−1, Z
′) → HomU (M ′n, Z
′) → HomU(M ′n+1, Z
′) .
If Z ′ is in U−0 , then we have
→ · · · → HomU(M
′
n−1, Z
′) → HomU (M
′
n, Z
′) → HomU (M
′
n+1, Z
′)
↓≃ ↓≃ ↓≃
→ · · · → HomΓ(Mn−1, Z ′′) → HomΓ(Mn, Z ′′) → JΓ(Mn+1, Z ′′) → 0,
with last row exact sequence. Thus we also have → · · · → HomU(Nn−1, Z) →
HomU (Nn, Z)→ JU(X,Z)→ 0 is exact.
If Z ′ is in U+, then we have that Z ′ is a direct summand of νsnΓ for some s > 0,
where each indecomposable summands of M ′t is a direct summand of ν
s′
n Γ for some
s′ ≤ 0. Note
HomDb(Γ)(ν
s′
n Γ, ν
s
nΓ) = HomDb(Γ)(ν
0
nΓ, ν
s−s′
n Γ)
= HomDb(Γ)(Γ, ν
s−s′−1
n DΓ[−n])
= H0(ν
s−s′−1
n DΓ[−n]) = 0.
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This implies that we have HomΓ(Nt, Z) = HomΓ(M
′
t , Z
′) = 0 for all t. Thus we
also have exact sequence
→ · · · → HomU (Nn−1, Z)→ HomU(Nn, Z)→ JU(X,Z)→ 0.
This proves that (22) is a source sequence. 
Recall that an algebra Γ is called n-representation infinite if ν−tn Γ are modules
for all t ≥ 0 ([20]).
Lemma 7.3. If the dual τ-slice algebra Γ is n-representation infinite, then U has
n-almost split sequences.
Proof. Since Γ is n-representation inﬁnite, we have ν−tn Γej and ν
t
nDejΓ are modules
and thus
ν−tn Γej = H0(ν
−t
n Γej) = τ
−t
n Γej
νtnDejΓ = H0(ν
−t
n DejΓ) = τ
−t
n DejΓ
for all j ∈ Q0 and t ≥ 0. This shows that Γ satisﬁes both (1) and (2) of Condition
7.1, thus if Γ is τn-inﬁnite, then we have that U = U0, and U has n-almost split
sequences by Lemma 7.2. 
Let Γ be a dual τ -slice algebra of an stable acyclic n-translation algebra Λ, let Γ
be the quadratic dual of Λ and G = addΓ. Similar to Theorem 6.7, using Lemma
7.3 and Lemma 6.5, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 7.4. If Γ is n-representation infinite, then there is a fully faithful functor
Θ from U to G with the inverse Φ = HomG(
⊕
i∈Q0
Γ,−) such that
τΘ ≃ Θνn, and Φτ ≃ νnΦ.
Similar to Theorem 6.9, we can describe the Auslander-Reiten quiver of the
νn-closure of Γ when it is n-representation inﬁnite.
Theorem 7.5. Let Γ be an acyclic extendible dual (n− 1)-translation algebra with
(n− 1)-translation quiver Q. If Γ is n-representation infinite, then the Auslander-
Reiten quiver of the νn-closure U(Γ) of Γ in Db(Γ) is Z|n−1Q⊥.
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